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BIOSURF IN A NUTSHELL
BIOSURF is an EU-funded project under the Horizon 2020 programme for research, technological
development and demonstration.
The objective of BIOSURF (BIOmethane as SUstainable and Renewable Fuel) is to increase the
production and use of biomethane (from animal waste, other waste materials and sustainable
biomass), for grid injection and as transport fuel, by removing non-technical barriers and by paving
the way towards a European biomethane market.
The BIOSURF consortium consists of 11 partners from 7 countries (Austria, Belgium, France,
Germany, Hungary, Italy and United Kingdom), covering a large geographical area, as indicated in
the figure on the left.



The intention of the project is:

To analyse the value chain from
production to use, based on territorial,
physical
and
economic
features
(specified for different areas, i.e., biofuel
for transport, electricity generation,
heating & cooling);

To analyse, compare and
promote
biomethane
registering,
labelling,
certification
and
trade
practices in Europe, in order to favour
cooperation among the different
countries and cross border markets on
the basis of the partner countries
involved;

To
address
traceability,
environmental criteria and quality standards to reduce GHG emissions and indirect land-use
change (ILUC), as well as to preserve biodiversity and to assess the energy and CO2
balance;
To identify the most prominent drivers for CO2-emissions along the value chain as an input
for future optimization approaches and to exchange information and best practices all across
Europe with regard to biomethane policy, regulations, support schemes and technical
standards.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Demand of green gas is increasing in Europe. Nowadays, this demand comes from business
organisations wishing to enhance their environmental credentials and households wishing to
contribute to a better environment. Biomethane markets have developed quite differently but in most
countries, they are at its infancy.
The system of guarantees of origin is instrumental to the reliable authentication of claims about the
origin of a certain renewable gas quantity and quality. Guarantees of Origin (GoO’s) can be
transferred from owner to owner, thus enabling the final owner (or someone acting on its behalf) to
prove the source of the generation.
A huge potential lies in renewable gases, which could be fed into the gas network. There are
essentially three types which can be fed into the gas network in a processed form:





biogas produced from agricultural waste, sewage sludge, waste from the food industry and
a number of other organic materials, upgraded to natural gas quality, which can be fed into
the gas network in any amount;
hydrogen produced from excess electricity from RES. Hydrogen can be fed into the gas
network to an extent of up to 4 % (at present1)
methane produced by synthesis of CO2 with hydrogen. This synthetic natural gas can be fed
into the gas network in any amount.

The great advantage of these renewable gases is that they could use the existing gas infrastructure.
Renewable gases would allow a rapid decarbonisation of the space heating market and would also
be financially viable.
In order to achieve the ambitious goal of a European renewable gas market, a certain legal and
organizational framework is needed. This legal and organizational framework should form the
foundation of a European green gas market where investors are motivated to build renewable gas
producing plants and where buyers and sellers of renewable gas can interact bilaterally or via trading
platforms.
This report deals with the potential organisational frameworks for the establishment of a European
renewable gas market. The previous deliverables under work package 3 are used as a prerequisite
for the establishment of the given deliverable (D3.6).
The following graph shows different spheres of renewable gas title transfer. The main pillars are the
national biomethane registries, which ensure that GoOs are issued for renewable gas injected into
the grid. The major task of a national/domestic biomethane registry is to generate confirmations for
1

The maximum allowed share of hydrogen in the natural gas networks is stipulated differently in the European countries, depending on

the technical features of the system.
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upgraded and injected biogas. This is done through the so-called Guarantees of Origin (GoO) which
serve as a proof of quality and quantity of the produced biomethane volume. The GoO can be freely
split in different parts, can be transferred and furthermore cancelled within the registry when final
consumption has happened.

Figure 1: Trading options biomethane

There are different ways to organize GoO title transfer for biomethane:
 The title transfer of GoOs between seller and buyer may be managed bilaterally. Bilateral
relationships between registries could be cumbersome, as each registry would have to enter
into individual relationships with other registries.


To standardize and to regulate the transfer of biomethane GoOs, a European biomethane
hub will be helpful. The hub will function as an intermediary between the registries and will
provide a communication module and perform a monitoring role. Each registry to participate
in the European GoO transfer scheme would have to comply with the rules of a standardized
GoO title transfer.



For exchanges, over the counter platforms (OTC) with a central hub would be the institution
to connect with to provide exchange related services.



Another scheme for title transfer may be blockchain where participants may trade GoOs
without being centrally registered.
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Furthermore, the topic of mass balancing needs to be taken into account when exchanging
biomethane volumes. There are different ways to organize trading either with simple GoO
trading or in connection with mass balancing. The biomethane registries need to establish
clear processes and organizational process for proper verification of the mass balance of a
biomethane transfer if that is required by buyer and seller (more details under chapter Mass
Balancing).

One solution does not exclude the other one but supplements the biomethane market environment.
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2 DEFINITION OF PREREQUISITES FOR TRADE
The BIOSURF work plan addresses the issue of tradable biomethane certificates in three blocks:




Deliverable 3.4. provides an estimation on the feasibility threshold value for such certificates
(based on comparison of biomethane production costs with natural gas prices).
Deliverable 3.5. summarises the market survey focused on understanding the readiness of
consumers to pay a price premium for biomethane over natural gas.
Deliverable 3.6. provides a concept for organising the trade with biomethane certificates.

Re.: Deliverable 3.4.
On the free (non-subsidised) market the biomethane producer sells his physical product at the
prevailing value of natural gas. As the calculations presented in Deliverable 3.4. show, at current
natural gas prices the income from such sale does not cover the production costs of biomethane.
For this reason, the biomethane producer needs additional sources of revenue.
The biomethane producer may receive the necessary additional income from the sale of biomethane
certificates (tradeable electronic documents, bills of exchange representing the “green” value of the
product). Under “the feasibility threshold for tradable biomethane certificates” we understand the
future market price of one certificate (expressed in EUR/MWh) which is sufficiently high to enable
the biomethane production. It is the additional payment which the biomethane producer must receive
additionally to the market value of produced methane. With the payment of the market value for
produced methane and the price for the certificates, it should be able to compensate the costs of
production and generate a modest profit of 5% (before tax).
In accordance with this definition:
Feasibility threshold = Production costs + Margin – Natural gas price
The 3 years (2014-2016) average natural gas prices (EU-28) have been considered based upon the
data
taken
from
Eurostat
(link:
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statisticsexplained/index.php/Natural_gas_price_statistics ):
 Natural gas for industrial customers incl. taxes:
34 EUR/MWh
 Natural gas for household customers incl. taxes:
69 EUR/MWh
The calculation for tradable biomethane certificate threshold value, in the case of industrial
customers (depending on the size of the biomethane producing installation), resulted in the range of
145 – 216% above the price of comparable natural gas supply.
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The calculation for tradable biomethane certificate threshold value in the case of households
(depending on the size of the biomethane producing installation) resulted in the range of 89 – 137%
above the price of comparable natural gas supply.

Re.: Deliverable 3.5.
More than half (ca 56%) of the respondents of the survey are existing natural gas consumers. Most
of them (40%) use the gas for heating the private household, more than a fifth of them use the gas
for heating the office space, 15% for driving passenger car, 8% for process heating, 5% for heating
industrial facilities and other purposes, 3% operate the bus fleet for public transportation and the
same share as a raw material for chemical processes, 1% of the respondents operate the CNG
vehicle fleet for forwarding goods.
Only 24% of the respondents are already biomethane consumers, more than a half (57%) of the
24% are supplied with natural gas blended with biomethane, the rest with pure biomethane. Nearly
half of the respondents use biomethane to fuel CNG passenger car, 13% of them for heating of
private household, 11% of them for other purposes, 6% of them for heating industrial facilities/
buildings, office space and operating CNG bus fleet for public transportation, 5% of them for
operating CNG vehicles for forwarding goods and process heating (breweries, glass furnaces, etc.)
No respondent uses biomethane as a raw material for chemical processes or synthesis.
Most of the respondents of the survey (63%) do not pay premium over the prevailing natural gas
price for biomethane today. 42% of the respondents that do pay the premium price, pay the premium
in the range of 10 to 20%. More than a fifth (21%) of them pays the premium up to 10% and between
20 to 50%. Merely 17% of the respondents accept a premium of more than 50%. According to the
answers, 63% of the respondents are ready to pay a premium over the prevailing natural gas price
in view of the renewable and environment-friendly quality of biomethane. Half of them would accept
the range of premium to be up to 10% of prevailing natural gas price, 42% of the respondents in the
range of 10 to 25%.
As experience shows, a policy that is most in line with laisser-faire principles tends to trigger less
stimulation of renewable energy. Although such a system is completely in line with liberalisation of
energy markets, it does not guarantee that policy goals will be reached. The outcome of the market
survey confirms what most experts believe: the number of people who are willing to pay a higher
price for biomethane on a voluntary basis will be limited to a few percent.
The main conclusion from the work presented in Deliverables 3.4. and 3.5. is that the gap between
the price bonus acceptable to customers and the threshold value is far too high. By other words:
operating a Europe-wide biomethane GoO trade system as the only mean of providing biomethane
producers with the needed additional income (in appreciation of the intrinsic value of the product) is
and will not be sufficient, there must be other financial incentives.
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Additional sources contributing to the income of the biomethane producers and improving the
economics of their operations must be made available, such as:
 possibilities for generating additional revenue from the sale of GHG emission reduction
certificates (also named CO2 certificates) either within the ETS system or other markets2;
 price premium paid by individual consumers in appreciation of the renewable and sustainable
feature of biomethane (in addition to the revenue from the sale of biomethane certificates),
 tax benefits provided by national governments in comparison with fossil comparators3;
 investment subsidies provided to biomethane projects fulfilling organic waste handling
functions on the regional and local levels4;
 other incentives granted to biomethane producers or consumers which increase the market
value of the product.
This analysis raises the important question whether biomethane consignments having received any
financial support should be excluded from the certificate trade or should be allowed to it. The feasible
answer to this question is: yes, they should be allowed. Due to the tradable biomethane certificates
themselves being unable to provide the basis for financially sustainable biomethane production (and
for future investments) this source of income can (and should be) seen as an auxiliary possibility for
biomethane producers, marketers (and project developers) and not as the only mean.
Note: marketing blends of natural gas with biomethane (with a relatively low biomethane share)
enables the suppliers to offer acceptable prices for the blended fuel – as the experience with the
supplies to Swiss household customers indicate. For this reason, it is essentially important that
natural gas distributors receive the possibility for offering such blends through acquiring biomethane
certificates.

2 A carbon tax to apply “the polluter pay principle” for the emissions should be implemented in each country. This instrument would
greatly contribute towards decarbonisation and would reduce the costs for biomethane in comparison to fossil fuels. The Emissions
Trading Scheme (ETS) is a promising market based mechanism but the carbon price is far too low at the moment due to a big surplus of
allowances and does in no way reflect the real costs of GHG emissions. If ETS were to become fully functional, renewable energy
production costs would be lower and competitive compared to fossil fuels.

3 A policy measure which is in line with free market principles is the internalisation of external cost of non-renewable energy sources.
This can be done for instance by taxing emissions of CO , SO2 or NOx, or by taxing energy from which renewables are exempted.
2
Such a tax exemption measure is specifically aimed at renewables, whereas taxing emissions also give an advantage non-renewable
options like energy conservation measures.

4 Investment subsidies for projects enabling complete biowaste processing and ensuring that essential nutrients are adequately
recycled back to soil for a sustainable agricultural production should be fully acceptable and should not limit the trade with biomethane
certificates in any way.
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Re.: Deliverable 3.6.
Generally: the major characteristic of any green certificate system is that energy produced by
renewable sources is certified. These certificates have two purposes. First, they can serve either as
an accounting mechanism in case obligations set by the government have to be met, or as a proof
to energy customers that a certain amount of renewable energy has been produced. Second, green
certificates facilitate the creation of a green certificate market that functions independently from the
market of energy as a commodity.
The main objective of a system of tradable biomethane certificates is to stimulate the penetration of
renewable methane into the gas market. In a biomethane certificate system, certification may also
serve two purposes. It may function as an accounting system to verify whether the respective
obligations set by the government have been met. Besides, it facilitates trade in methane from
renewable energy sources. Thus, through the establishment of a biomethane certificate system a
separate market for renewable gas will emerge besides the market for conventionally supplied
natural gas.
In the biomethane certificate system the producer receives a certificate for each pre-defined unit of
biomethane produced. These certificates can be traded on a certificate market adding to the revenue
that the producer can get for the physical gas itself.
There are a number of important issues to be sorted out for a stable system, such as:
 sources of demand for biomethane certificates,
 the functions that have to be performed in a certificate market,
 maintaining the supply and demand balance.
Sources of demand for biomethane certificates might be:
a. meeting obligations under a mandatory quota system
b. tax exemption or tax benefit
c. CO2 mitigation system
d. free market without any government intervention
In the field of electricity, green certificates are created for the producers of electricity. Producers
receive a certificate for each pre-defined unit of electricity produced from renewable energy sources
that are put into the grid. Consumers of electricity are allotted with targets for the consumption or
sale of electricity from renewable sources. In order to show that they meet their targets, these
consumers have to hand over certificates at a given point in time. Penalties are set if they are not
able to fulfil their obligations. Therefore, consumers have an incentive to buy certificates from the
producers and the certificates become valuable.
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The situation is different in the field of biofuels. The biomethane certificates are not suitable for
meeting biofuel quota commitments if the certificates issued are applied without the mass balancing
methodology and therefore do not fulfil the requirements of the EU regulations regarding biofuels.
Consequently, the demand for tradeable biomethane certificates may arise mostly in relation to other
than transportation usage of the renewable gaseous fuel. Such demand appears if there are
consumers who have their own voluntary renewable energy/environment protection targets. This
type of private or business customers are ready to pay a price for the certificates in order to meet
their targets. The price will depend on the market, i.e. on demand (that is fixed by the aggregate
amount of all targets) and supply. In case the supply of biomethane certificates is limited, their market
price may increase but only up to the level which is acceptable for the consumers (see the result of
the market survey). This makes it unlikely that a price increasing tendency for biomethane certificates
will be a strong enough incentive for the developers of new projects to increase the production and
supply of biomethane. Nevertheless, in theory renewable gas will be provided in an efficient way
because those producers who can provide biomethane at the lowest price will be able to sell their
certificates and the ones with higher production costs will not be able to benefit from the certificate
market.
When designing a biomethane certificate market it is to be taken into consideration that both a spot
(day-ahead) market and a forward market may develop for these certificates. On the spot market,
consumers or distribution companies will trade biomethane certificates that have been issued in the
past. On the forward market consumers or distribution companies can negotiate about long-term
contracts i.e. they trade with biomethane certificates that will be issued in the future. The ahead
market may be used to hedge for price risks, therefore securing investments into renewable gas
projects.
Functions in the system
Six different functions are to be performed in the institutionalisation of a biomethane certificates
system:
1. Issuing certificates
2. Verification of the issuing process
3. Registration of certificates and trade
4. Exchange market
5. Banking of the certificates
6. Withdrawing of certificates from circulation.
The biomethane certificates are issued in direct conjunction with the actual injection of the
biomethane consignment to the natural gas network. Each certificate should be unique and
separately identifiable, the certificates should get a unique identification number, representing codes
to identify the type of renewable energy source, the date of production, the producing installation,
etc.
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The certificates are withdrawn from circulation at the moment when a final customer uses them for
meeting his voluntary commitments. (Certificates are also withdrawn if their period of validity
expires.)
Between issuing and withdrawing, the biomethane certificates are accounted for and can be traded.
Accounting and trading of green certificates could be done by the owner of the certificates, but also
by a ‘bank’, for example an energy utility or an association of producers. The organisation of the
biomethane certificate exchange could be coupled to e.g. the natural gas exchange or other entities
mentioned in the given deliverable 3.6. All these activities require proper registration and verification.
There should be an agreement among the users of the certificate trade system on which biogas
substrates are regarded as sustainable, i.e. for which biomethane production will the certificates by
valid.
Basic market conditions
The intention of a biomethane certificate system is to meet voluntary renewable energy targets of
distributors and consumers in a cost-effective way using competitive market forces. The introduction
of market forces will stimulate producers to incorporate cost into their decisions and operate in an
efficient manner. As it is known from general economic literature, for markets to work competitively,
a number of conditions have to be fulfilled, such as:
 sufficient suppliers and demanders to ensure that a single participant cannot influence the
price and to ensure market liquidity.
 market transparency and equal access to relevant information for all participants.
 no entry barriers and negligible transaction cost.
The conclusion is that due to the inflexible demand and supply in the short run, the price of
biomethane certificates can vary in broad range, the biomethane certificate market is expected to
have a high price volatility.
Generally, a number of options is available to prevent this price volatility. They can be divided into
two categories:
 improve the ability of biomethane producers to keep installed capacity ready to be utilised
when certificate prices are on rise, and to put of standstill when certificate prices are falling,
 improve flexibility on the demand side by decreasing demand when prices are on rise and
increasing demand in the period of price reductions.
Given the biological character of the biomethane technology, it is not realistic to expect that the
biomethane producers will have strong impact on the supply-demand balance through adapting the
level of production to market developments. Therefore, it can be assumed that the supply-demand
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will be established by the actions on the demand side. Consequently, the prices for the biomethane
certificates will have a tendency to remain relatively low.

2.1 Establishment of national biomethane registries
In the designed biomethane certificate trade scheme, the national biomethane registries act as
issuing bodies for the tradeable certificates and as such are the primary source of information.
Within the BIOSURF project information on the operations of the existing national biomethane
registries was collected, processed and analysed with the purpose of preparing a document, which
can be used in any other EU member state engaged in organising a national biomethane registry.
This document is the BIOSURF Deliverable 3.1 with the title: “Comprehensive guidelines for
establishing national biomethane registries”. Deliverable 3.1 serves supporting the widening of the
European biomethane market through analysing, comparing and promoting biomethane registering
based on the experience gained in partner’s countries involved.
Deliverable 3.1 is a comprehensive guideline for the establishment of national biomethane registries
in countries where such registries don’t yet exist in Europe. It describes the structure and operation
of a biomethane registry based on the experience of existing European registries.
Domestic biomethane registries serve the need to generate Guarantees of Origins for biomethane
which is injected into the gas grid. Those GoO include several information on quality and quantity
and can be transferred within a biomethane registry freely. The registry shall document the final
consumption through a registry excerpt handed over to the owner of the biomethane and cancel the
GoO in the registry to prevent multiple usage of GoO.
After biomethane is injected into the gas grid, biomethane molecules blend with natural gas
molecules and are unable to be traced physically furthermore. GoOs are created for the injected gas
and may be transferred to gas suppliers and consumers who are willing to pay a premium to qualify
their gas consumption as biomethane based. The biomethane GoO contains all
information/documents concerning the injected biomethane volumes.
The registries carry responsibility towards the sellers, traders and purchasers of the tradeable
certificates for the correctness of the information contained therein, this responsibility is to be clearly
defined in the documents setting the procedures for the system. Correspondingly, the requirements
for accepting a national biomethane registry into the certificate trade system must also be specified.
Principal requirements towards the registries
 The biomethane registry should be an electronic account based documentation system for
the registration of biomethane quantities fed into the gas network, allowing the generation of
a corresponding biomethane document (Guarantee of Origin, Proof of Origin, Certificate, etc.)
as well as the transfer of the certificates between registered account holders.
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The biomethane registry should be neutral (independent from any economic operator),
trustworthy and should carry out its operations in professional manner adhering to the
relevant laws and regulations.
The biomethane registry should not own biomethane Certificates, neither should it have
indirect beneficial interest in biomethane Certificates.
The biomethane registry itself should not participate actively in markets associated with
biomethane Certificates. It should act as facilitator towards its users for the ownership
transfer of biomethane Certificates.

Requirements for operations (sourcing, processing and storing data)







Daily operations include all tasks and processes which are necessary for the flawless
operation of the biomethane registry and its IT system. These tasks and processes include
but are not limited to the generation, processing and inspection of Certificates, the registration
of market participants, processing of customer service and market participant inquiries,
supervision of the IT system, the generation of statistics, ongoing maintenance of the
website, etc.
Registries must create biomethane Certificates based on trustworthy data. These data can
be provided by domestic natural gas network operators or auditors having permission to do
so. Biomethane registry systems should document every creation, movement and
decommission of biomethane Certificates to clearly document each ownership transfer.
Data of the registries are to be stored at least 5 years.
Only account holders in the biomethane registry are allowed to transfer biomethane
Certificates.

Data protection
Due care is to be taken for protection of data provided by economic operators to the national
biomethane registry.
Registries must fulfil several data protection requirements to secure that no information get lost. The
relevant European and national data protection laws must be fulfilled.
The biomethane registries should preserve the confidentiality of information provided to them in
connection with their activities unless:
a) they are implicitly or explicitly required to disclose such information under their own rules;
b) they are otherwise authorised to disclose such information by the person to whom a duty of
confidentiality with respect to such information is owed; or
c) they are required to disclose such information by law, including by a request of a competent
authority having the force of law.
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2.2 Harmonization of Guarantees of Origin

2.2.1 Introduction:
This chapter is based on the work carried out within the BIOSURF project and reported in the
BIOSURF D3.3, respectively more detailed information can be found in D3.3.
The basic principles of the proposed European biomethane certificate trading platform are very
similar to the ones applied and followed in the EECS-AIB system for electricity generated from
renewable sources. In the practice, in relation to the “green” electricity the terms “Guarantee of
Origin” and “Certificate” are used alternatively, having the same meaning. In the “book and claim”
system these documents are the ones representing the “claim”.
Respectively, in this paper we may also use both terms (“Guarantee of Origin” and “Certificate”)
without making a distinction. What is important that the electronic document in question is issued
under the “book and claim” approach and – as such – is tradeable independently from the physical
consignment.
Although Article 15. of the RED is specific to Guarantees of Origin for electricity generated from
renewable sources, the requirements can be applied to biomethane also. In this chapter, the
information content of the GoO’s is defined in the spirit of Article 15. Para 6. of the RED.
According to Article 15. para 6. of the RED, the Guarantees of Origin must specify at least:
 The energy sources
 Start and end of production
 Identity, location, type and capacity of producing installation
 Investment support provided to the producing installation
 Financial benefit provided to the unit of energy (support scheme, etc.)
 Date, country of issue,
 Unique ID
The following table shows the application of Article 15. para 6. to biomethane:

Article 15.
Para
A
A
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RED text

Applied to biomethane

The energy source

The biogas raw
materials
Start and end of
injection

Start and end of production
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B
C
D
D

E
F
F

GoO is related to electricity or
heating or cooling
Identity, location, type and
capacity of producing installation
Investment support provided to
the producing installation
Financial benefit provided to the
unit of energy and type of
national support scheme
Date on which the installation
became operational
Date, country of issue
Unique ID

not relevant
applied unchanged
applied unchanged
applied unchanged

applied unchanged
applied unchanged
applied unchanged

The Biomethane GoO’s must contain the minimum information necessary for acceptance by the
customers in all other European country, correspondingly each injected consignment must be clearly
identified with all major attributes belonging to it. In view of their universal function, the GoO’s will
not provide all information meeting all potential requirements in all potential countries of destination
and all potential ways of using biomethane. This means that the information content of the GoO’s
may not be sufficient in certain cases. Special cases will be handled through requiring additional
information (in relation to specified consignments) from the national biomethane registry issuing the
GoO by the national biomethane registry acting in the country of consumption.
The exchange of GoOs between the participants of the European Biomethane Certificate5 Trading
Platform (EBCTP) requires a common identification and attribute scheme for GoOs. Different
identification schemes and attributes may hinder the exchange of GoOs among the participants. The
aim of this chapter is to describe the attributes, GoO identification scheme and the requirements that
a GoO should comprise to be fit for EBCTP.
The national biomethane registries active today have already set up their individual attribute
structures and their identification schemes for their GoOs. The databases or file systems set up by
the registries create and handle GoO information. These individual solutions may be well adapted,
efficient and fulfil the regulations of the domestic biomethane market. The IT and attribute structure
were set up without international coordination and represent therefore individual domestic solutions.
The smooth functioning of the EBCTP requires standardised attributes for the GoO’s, otherwise the
system will not be able to perform.

Note: the term „Certificate” is applied here to indicate that it goes about tradable document(s), having own market
value. The term „Guarantee of Origin” may have the same meaning if it is used to describe a tradable paper.
5
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2.2.2 GoO IDs and GoO Attributes of a European GoO

2.2.2.1 Standardized GoO Identification in Europe
A standard unique identifier for every single issued GoO is needed to clearly identify the GoO on the
certificate trading platform. This uniqueness is guaranteed by the way the ID for a GoO is
constructed. This identifier may differ from the identifiers applied by the national biomethane
registries on the domestic market.
In case a domestic GoO has been already issued for a given biomethane consignment, this must be
deactivated simultaneously with the issuance of the European GoO (the national biomethane registry
marks the original GoO as “replaced by European GoO”). The competent national registry should
keep clear records linking the deactivated domestic GoO with the related issued European GoO.
The original GoO will no longer be available for further actions in the outgoing registry after the
transfer is successfully completed.
The GoO ID scheme could look like as follows:
BMGoO#Country#Registry#Plant#meteringpoint#prodfromdate#prodtodate#timestamp#che
ckcharacter
where:
 BMGoO = Biomethane GoO
 Country = Country Code (like AT, CH, DE, DK, FR, UK etc.).
 Registry = Biomethane registry, alias
 Metering point = Metering point, number
 Prodfromdate = From date, date when injection of biomethane started
 Prodtodate = To date, date when injection of biomethane ended
 Timestamp (of GoO created)
 Check character: The check character can be based on a various number of previous
characters used to ensure the validity of the ID. The principle of the check character is a
standard for ID validation. The implementation of an algorithm for the calculation of the check
character must be agreed mutually.

Digits in total 78
BMGoO+”AT”+“AGCS“+33 + 8 + 8 + 17 + 1
Whereas the metering point in Austria or Germany is 33 digits
Metering Point structure in Austria:
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 Country code DIN ISO 3166 (2 digits)
 Grid operator (6 digits)
 Postal code (5 digits)
 Meter point number (20 digits)
Example of metering point
 DE 000562 66802 AO6G56M11SN51G21M24S
 AT 008100 08010 AO6G56M11SN51G21M24S
Example of a European GoO ID:
BMGoO#AT#AGCS#AT00810008010AO6G56M11SN51G21M24S#20150101#20150131#YYYYM
MDDHHMMSSmmm#C
The inclusion of the metering point clearly identifies the injecting biomethane plant with its metering
point ID. It could be replaced by a clear identification of the domestic biomethane registry for each
installation which injects biomethane for example AT000001. This principle can be only applied if
such identification scheme exists in each biomethane registry IT system.

2.2.2.2 Standardized attributes
The following attributes may differ content wise but must be stated to have standardized information
for each biomethane Certificate.
a) Production Country Code
The country codes used by the EU administration (like AT, CH, DE, DK, FR, UK etc.) apply.
It is also logical that the identifier mentioned above includes the country code (of the country of
production).
The transparency and trustworthiness of the system requires clear identification of the consignments
and the country of production is one of the important attributes of a biomethane consignment.
b) Name and address of producing installation
According to Article 15. para 6. of the RED, the Guarantees of Origin must specify – among other
attributes – the identity, location, type and capacity of the production facility.
In accordance with the practice in the biogas industry, the name of the location (city, village, etc.)
will be used as the key identifier of the installation but it will be extended with the short name of the
owner (to avoid any misunderstanding in case of several plants in the same geographical location)
and with the exact address.
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The site of injection should also reference the point of injection such as a meter reference number.
Every point of entry and exit of the gas grid has a meter reference number and this should be
recorded as part of the site details.
Every biomethane production unit joining the certificate trading platform through the national registry
will have an identification number – given in the sequence of being originally registered. In practice,
it may be sufficient to include the identification number of the producing unit – the interested
stakeholder at the other end of the contractual chain (operating on the country of consumption) will
always have the possibility to request the detailed information on the producer from the issuing
registry (operating in the country of production).
c) Documentation (audit) on biogas and biomethane producing units
All biogas and biomethane producing units must undergo initial audits (by independent
auditors/inspectors/authorised experts) in their home country confirming that the units are equipped
with all necessary installations and are technically capable of producing biomethane at the declared
nominal capacity. Such audit reports should also contain the information about the technical
capability of the unit to receive and process different type of substrates (see paragraph “h” below).
This qualification documentation of the biogas/biomethane producing units will be collected by and
stored at the national registry acting in the country of production. The national registry will confirm in
the GoO that the producing unit in question has been audited and qualified as a biomethane
producer.
Generally, the national registries are not expected to carry out audits themselves, but must ensure
proper audit and control mechanisms to be able to represent that the correct volume of biomethane
has been produced and injected. It should not be necessary to provide specific audit details on the
GoO.
National registries are expected to control that the individual production unit does not claim higher
production/injection volumes than those covered by the audits. This is part of checking that the
correct volumes have been injected.
d) Injecting period
According to Article 15. para 6. of the RED, the Guarantees of Origin must specify – among other
attributes – the “start and end of production”.
In case of biomethane it will be logical to include the date of injection, which – in practice –
correspond to the start and end of production of the biomethane consignments (while the produced
biomethane cannot be stored for days at the producing unit).
In order to have exact information, the injection period should be identified by indicating both the first
day of injection and the last day of injection (of the volume represented by the given GoO) was
completed respecting the gas day (CAM definition: ‘Gas Day’ means the period from 5:00 to 5:00
UTC for winter time and from 4:00 to 4:00 UTC when daylight saving is applied).
Both the first and last day of the injection period should be indicated - this would be in full harmony
with the requirements of the RED and would more clearly identifying the biomethane consignment?
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e) Quantity injected
On the EBCTP each individual biomethane GoO must be valid for 1,00 MWh HHV – in this way the
trading with the certificates on the platform will be simple using harmonised minimum requirements
respected by all participants in the biomethane market.
To avoid any misunderstanding: it is clearly specified that the unit of energy relates to the 1 MWh of
Higher Heating Value.
f) Type of substrate(s) processed in the biogas plant
According to Article 15. para 6. of the RED the Guarantees of Origin must specify – among other
attributes “the energy source”.
In case of biomethane the substrates processed for biogas production are “the energy source”.
For the EBCTP it is sufficient if the substrates are grouped. In this way, the number of processed
data can be reasonably limited. The following groups could be agreed among the national registries
participating in the trading scheme:

1
2
3
4
5

Human/Municipal waste
Animal excrements
Non-food celluloses material (ILUC Annex IX)
Agriculture and food industry by-products
Food/feed/energy crops

g) Sustainability documentation
The EBCTP is not expected to transfer detailed sustainability related information by means of the
certificates. As a matter of fact, detailed information on the environmental impact of the individual
biomethane consignments would seriously jeopardise the standardisation of the traded certificates.
Nevertheless, the intrinsic value of any biomethane consignment (and correspondingly the market
price of the relevant certificate) is highly dependent on sustainability characteristics, the GHG
emission figure being the most important among them.
The most practical way of bringing the intrinsic value to the market by the certificates is to classify
the consignments (respectively the certificates). The following approach is proposed (but has to be
consulted with the market players for feasibility):
Matrix to classify biomethane consignments distributed through the natural gas network:

Grade
Popular name
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GHG emission* gCO2eq/MJ
Substrate categories allowed
1. Human/municipal waste
2. Animal extrements
3. Non-food cellulosic material
4. Agriculture and food industry byproducts
5. Food/feed/energy crops
RED Art. 17. 3. High biodiversity value
area
RED Art 17.4. High carbon stock area
RED Art 17.5. Undrained peatland
RED Art 17.6. Good agricultural
practice

< 20

< 50

< 80

noncertified

+
+
+

+
+
+

+
+
+

+
+
+

-

+
< 30%

+
+

+
+

requirements fulfilled
requirements fulfilled
requirements fulfilled
requirements fulfilled

* from raw material supplies till injection
Under the above proposed approach, the national biomethane registries, issuing the GoO’s are
expected to control the sustainability related documentation provided by the producer(s) and issue
the certificate corresponding to the classification.
The attractiveness of applying the grades is in providing information to the customers on the intrinsic
value of the biomethane consignment(s) in a form which is
 easy to handle within the EBCTP and
 easy to understand by the customers.
Economic operators using the EBCTP may still elect not to provide sustainability verification for given
biomethane consignments. In this case, the consignment simply falls in category D.
h) Financial support granted to producer
According to Article 15. para 6. of the RED, the Guarantees of Origin must specify – among other
attributes:
 investment support provided to the producing installation
 Financial benefit provided to the unit of energy.
In addition to the requirements of the RED, purchasers of biomethane certificates may want to know
whether the producer has received financial support for the product in the country of production.
Such financial support may be
 feed-in-tariff,
 a feed-in-premium,
 investment subsidy,
 tax advantage, etc.
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Acknowledging such interest of the purchasers of the certificates, it is desirable that the GoO
contains a YES/NO information on whether the biomethane consignment in question has received
financial support in the country of production. The possibility for transferring a GoO marked with
“YES” is not excluded. In any case, the final buyer in the consuming country may/should decide
whether he is eligible and interested in acquiring the GoO with such YES information.
The information regarding non-repayable investment subsidies provided to the producing
installation(s) is not relevant to the intrinsic value of the biomethane consignment as can be omitted
from the GoO’s.
Note: any tax benefit related to the consumption of biomethane has no relevance to the cross-border
trade with biomethane certificates. The biomethane certificates traded on the EBCTP are issued
under regulated conditions and exclude the unwanted case of double certification.
i) Validity period of the EBGoO
There is no economic justifiable reason for an expiry period of a GoO. GoOs shall not be
automatically cancelled after a certain defined time period but shall only be decommissioned and
taken out of circulation when they are used for a certain application. Expiration periods would impede
the GoO market as the GoOs will gradually loose value over time down to zero. Such expiration
periods will increase the pressure to use a GoO close to injection period as otherwise the GoO value
will deteriorate over time. Deflating the value of a GoO over a period of 12 months would negatively
influence the functioning of the market and add uncertainty to the GoO market. GoOs are digital
assets and may be stored like any other asset. An expiration period will make GoOs less valuable
from the beginning and this is for sure not in the interest of GoO producers. With expiration producers
of GoOs will be under strong pressure to sell as quick as possible and would not be able decide on
a timing of their sale. A standardized GoO product cannot be set up for trading on a platform as all
GoOs would have different values according to their expiration time. Determining the value of a GoO
for accounting reasons would be difficult.
There are many aspects that require that a GoO is a storable asset, which does not devaluate over
time.

2.3 Mass Balancing
BIOSURF Deliverable 3.2 provides a concept for the administration of biomethane distribution
through the European natural gas network. Following the principles of the Renewable Energy
Directive and the related other legal documents, the application of mass balancing is the cornerstone
of the proposed administrative system. This is illustrated by the graph below:
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Figure 2: Mass balance approach

Mass balancing is the methodology which can be applied to trace virtually the chain of custody of
biomethane distributed along the natural gas network of Europe. Such mass balancing can be
performed on a consignment by consignment basis separately for each injected biomethane
consignment. Under this approach, the European natural gas network is treated as a single logistical
facility, as one closed mass balance system.
The common characteristics of a mass balance systems are as follows:
 Products with different sustainability characteristics can be physically mixed, but are kept
administratively segregated;
 Physical product and sustainability information are coupled when they are traded between
parties. There cannot be trade in sustainability information between parties without trading
physical products between the same two parties (as is possible in a book and claim system);
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Each actor in the supply chain keeps track of the amount of product with certain sustainability
characteristics it sources and sells, in which each company can never sell more certified
products than it sourced (taking into account relevant conversion factors).

The foreseen biomethane certificate trade scheme does not follow the above principle requirements
of a mass balance system, while in this case the intrinsic value of biomethane represented by the
Certificate is traded independently from the physical product. Such systems are shortly called “book
and claim”. In relation to biomethane specifically: the produced and injected volumes are booked
and the owner of the issued Certificate is entitled to claim the intrinsic value (not the product itself).

2.4 Harmonization of Rules as a precondition
The biomethane certificates are issued in direct conjunction with the actual injection of the
biomethane consignment to the natural gas network. Each certificate should be unique and
separately identifiable, the certificates should get a unique identification number, representing codes
to identify the type of renewable energy source, the date of production, the producing installation,
etc.
The certificates are withdrawn from circulation at the moment when a final customer applies them
for meeting his voluntary commitments.
Between issuing and withdrawing the biomethane certificates are accounted and can be traded.
Accounting and trading of ‘green’ certificates could be done by the owner of the certificates, but also
by a ‘bank’, for example an energy utility or an association of producers. The organisation of the
biomethane certificate exchange could be coupled to e.g. the natural gas exchange. All these
activities require proper registration and verification.

2.4.1 Principles of information transfer
Every national biomethane registry participating in the European Biomethane Certificate Trading
Platform (EBCTP) must meet the requirements set for the bodies issuing the respective Guarantees
of Origin (certificates), otherwise the registry cannot be accepted as a partner to exchange GoO’s.
The attributes of the GoO’s are proposed in Chapter 2.2 of this Deliverable. The GoO’s are not
physical documents to be exchanged but a certified digital data package of information.
The following principles are applied in relation to the exchange of information within EBCTP in the
form of the GoO’s:
 Whatever the GoO related transaction may be, no information should get lost.
 When a GoO is transferred, all attributes and documentation of a GoO is transferred in a
closed package.
 The receiving bodies do not change and do not delete attributes of a GoO.
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The sending registry flags the respective domestic Guarantee of Origin as cancelled
“because of transfer to EBCTP” but does not delete anything.
At any point in time registries should be able to trace the lifespan of a GoO, including all
transactions and all authorized persons involved.

2.4.2 Communication among the registries - IT system
EBCTP is foreseen to be built and operated as a hub with connections to all national biomethane
registries, enabling the trade with the biomethane certificates all over Europe in an efficient,
transparent und trustworthy way. The communication between the participants of EBCTP (having
accounts in EBCTP) is channelled via the centralized communication hub, which acts as single point
of contact for the exchange of the certificates and all related information. The central hub does not
change any information of the digital data package. The hub serves as a responsible party for the
communication between the different participants of the platform.
 The major technical advantage of the central hub is that each certificate issuing body
(registry) needs just one interface to be operated. This reduces efforts, costs and time
compared to the establishment of an interface to each national registry separately. Beside
the common technical base the hub also defines common format, rules and processes which
have to be applied by all participating registries within the communication cycle.
 The main principles for the respective IT solutions must be elaborated in cooperation with
market participants, the potential future users of the system to ensure compliance with
practical requirements.

2.4.3 Function and qualification of auditors and inspectors
The system users of the national biomethane registries (the issuing bodies of biomethane
certificates) are subject to audits in accordance with the requirements of the national biomethane
registries. (For example: authorized auditors should check biomethane production plants in certain
time intervals - at least once a year - to validate the quality and quantity of produced biomethane).
These audits are regulated in the rules and regulations of the registries.
Auditors should follow the six “principles of auditing” according to ISO 19011 when conducting audits.
Those principles are: integrity, fair presentation, due professional care, confidentiality, independence
and evidence-based approach.
Auditors must be competent, neutral and free of conflicts of interest. Auditors must operate in
consistent, transparent, reliable and credible manner. Evaluations must be based on objective
evidence of compliance (or non-compliance) and must not be influenced by other considerations or
interests.
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Auditors must have the needed qualification, knowledge and experience for performing their tasks.
The following requirements are valid for auditors engaged in auditing for the national biomethane
registries (respectively for EBCTP):
 Technical knowledge and a good understanding of the audited activities sufficient for
identifying and assessing the deviations,
 Personal and professional behaviour in the sense of ISO 19011,
 Comply with the requirements in the sense of ISAE 3000,
 Auditors are not allowed to carry out any activities which may affect their independence or
impartiality, for example they must not provide consultancy services for the organisations
they are auditing.
Audits should be performed according to the relevant stipulations of:
 ISO/IEC 17065 establishing requirements for product certification or
 ISO/IEC 17021 establishing requirements for management system certification or
 ISO 19011 establishing guidelines for quality and/or environmental management systems
auditing.
Audits must be planned, organised, carried-out and concluded at high professional level, without any
influence from outside on any political, commercial or financial reason.
During the audit, the auditing body is expected to:
 fully understand the processes and procedures undertaken by audited organization,
 control that the audited organisation has provided full access to all information, data and
software program which is relevant to the domestic biomethane registry respectively EBCTP,
 identify deviations from the set rules and regulations,
 analyse the risks connected with observed deviations,
 propose measures for rectifying the observed deviations,
 draw final conclusions on the capability of the audited organisation to meet its obligations
under the domestic biomethane registry respectively EBCTP scheme.
The biomethane production and injection units must be evaluated by authorized auditors who are
registered within the biomethane registry. The expert statements of the auditors are registered in the
corresponding file of the registry but are not attached to the corresponding GoO. The registry itself
does not add information to the reports by the auditors/inspectors, does not remove or evaluate
anything. The registry merely takes the information provided, processes, stores and documents
them.
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2.4.4 Integrity of data processing system
The data must be collected, processed and stored in such a way, which excludes distortion and data
loss, reliable back-up solutions to be applied.

2.4.5 Confidentiality
The information and data processed and stored at the different levels of the ERGaR BM system
must be kept confidential, unauthorised access is to be excluded.

2.4.6 Sanction system
The EBCTP must have pre-defined measures to be taken if one of the system participants
(predominantly the national biomethane registries issuing and handling the European GoO’s) does
not or no longer satisfies the requirements and commitments set forth in the documents and
agreements building the EBCTP system.
These measures are internal EBCTP sanctions, independent from any regulatory function of any
competent authority. The system participants (the national biomethane registries) are responsible
towards EBCTP, their commitments are laid down in the Agreements concluded between the system
participant and EBCTP.
Violations of commitments and requirements can be identified through inspections by a neutral
inspector contracted by EBCTP or by any other means.
EBCTP imposes sanctions only on the system participant (the national biomethane registry) and
only in accordance with the Agreement signed between the system participant and EBCTP. It is up
to the system participant (the national biomethane registry) to pursue recourse against any party
who caused the violation.
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3 TITLE TRANSFER OPTIONS FOR BIOMETHANE GUARANTEES OF
ORIGIN
The following chapter describes the different ownership transfer options for the exchange of
biomethane Certificates. Transfers are generally possible
 within a registry,
 between registries directly,
 between registries using a central link (hub) in between or
 a blockchain technology as alternative.
Irrespectively of the option used for the transfer, secure, transparent and harmonized rules are a
precondition for the execution of those processes.

3.1 Domestic GoO Title Transfers – registries involved
3.1.1 Introduction
In May 2017, 8 registries are established in Europe (AT, DE, CH, NL, DK, FR, GB, FIN). Additional
registries will be set up in the next years in several countries leading to the ultimate goal of a registry
in each European country within the next 5 to 10 years. This target seems realistic as the European
Commission has drafted a framework to establish a biomethane registry in each member state within
the next Renewable Directive. The directive will be finalised earliest at the end 2018 and will be
effective on January 1st, 2021.
Cross border facilities to trade biomethane are a precondition for the development of a common
European biomethane market. Trading may be arranged bilaterally or via a central European
biomethane hub or via a blockchain. The establishment of cross border transfer facilities between
registries will increase biomethane trade substantially.
The following chapters describe the activities necessary to exchange GoOs between two
biomethane registries.
In a first step, GoO standard information are defined. In a second step, the process steps to transfer
a GoO from a seller registry to a buyer registry are described. This part describes the process steps
and formats for a successful biomethane GoO transfer.
The transfer system is not restricted exclusively to biomethane. Registries are technically designed
to document and transfer also the evidence of other regenerative gaseous hydrocarbons injected
into the gas grid.
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3.1.2 Principles of Transfer
The following principles have to be respected for the biomethane transfer:
 Digital Information about GoO is transferred and not GoO on paper
 Ownership of a GoO is allocated either to buyer or seller for GoO in transfer at any time.
Therefore, the registry itself is never the owner and the GoO can be assigned its owner at
any point in time and also during the transfer.
 As soon as the transfer process starts, the seller is not able to dispose his GoOs as seller’s
registry will block the GoO for further usage.
 Controls required by seller’s registry are carried out by seller’s registry, reviews which are
required by buyer’s registry are carried out by buyer’s registry. One registry is not involved in
the reviewing processes of the other registries. Protocols, documentation for mass balancing
related to the production are provided by seller to seller’s registry by buyer to buyer’s registry.
 Seller registry does not demand anything from buyer and vice versa. Buyer registry does not
request anything from seller.
 The respective registry determines which documents the buyer / seller must provide within
the framework of the reviewing/checking processes.
 Process flows and data flows of the transfer process are traceable and documents must be
kept available for presentation to entitled entities (auditors, partner registry, seller, buyer) at
any time.
 If information is generated from a registry that affects more than one entity, then this
information should be sent directly without delay to all affected parties (buyers, sellers,
auditors,…).
 GoO criteria for accepting foreign GoOs are published by the registry requesting such criteria.
These acceptance criteria may differ among European registries until a full harmonization is
achieved.
 Each registry shall have a catalogue of acceptance criteria for GoOs which shall be published
on registry’s homepage.
 Identification numbers are generated for detailed tracing with each transfer according to the
applied identification schema between involved registries. The original GoO number is
retained and will be transferred with each GoO transfer, to allow back references to the
original registry. The owner of a GoO should have the right to access all information of his
GoOs. The original GoO ID will allow to access the full GoO information in the original
registry.
 The transfer is based on a standardized format but additional optional fields and
documentation may be transferred as well.
 The transfer process must be safeguarded for double counting, abuse and data breach.
 Since buyer’s and seller’s registries are organized differently, it is the responsibility of the
respective registry to make organizational or IT adaptations, or to organize the system in
such a way that it corresponds to the basic principles of the transfer process. This includes
logs, transfer accounts, records, folders and email communication, etc.
 The registries guarantee a certain processing speed.
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3.1.3 Necessary information to transfer a GoO
A GoO comprises following information, which will be transmitted from seller’s registry to buyer’s
registry:
A transfer of GoOs consists of the following documents and information:
 Exchange data (address information)
 General GoO-information (compulsory)
 Specific GoO-information (optional)
 Attachments or documents
The information distinguishes between:
1. information which is absolutely necessary for a technical transfer of the data and for clear
traceability and allocation of the quantities (minimum requirements) and
2. information describing the GoO attributes.

3.1.4 Standardised GoO format
The transfer itself requires information about the parties involved in the transfer as well as the
timestamp and a unique exchange ID. This corresponds to the information of an envelope containing
the GoO data. The following table give an overview of this mandatory information:

3.1.4.1 Data of the parties involved
Table 1: Data of the parties involved
No
1

Name
Exchange-ID

Data type
String (64 bit)

2

Sending registry

3

Target registry

Shortcut
of
sending
registry
(e.g. DE-dena)
Shortcut of target
registry (e.g. ATAGCS)

4

Date of transfer application
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Description
Reference value for the transfer in question.
Example viewable in D3.3 Abs. 3.1; exchange
ID includes
This is the register from which the transfer
request
originates.
This is the register in which the transfer is to
take place
This date documents the moment from which
the applicant company no longer has access
to the quantity. The quantity to be transferred
cannot be used again in the sender register.
After successful completion of the transfer, a
permanent decommissioning takes place; in
the event of an abort, the quantity becomes
usable again.
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For example the date of the transfer to the
transfer account of the sender register can be
mentioned here.
5

Transfer company

6

Transfer company address

7

Recipient company

8

Recipient company address

9

Recipient-ID / Account number

10

Place of transfer

Text,
with
a
maximum of 128
characters
Maximum 4 lines of
text, each with a
maximum of 128
characters
Text,
with
a
maximum of 128
characters
Maximum 4 lines of
text, each with a
maximum of 128
characters
Text,
with
a
maximum of 128
characters
Text,
with
a
maximum of 128
characters

Name of the applicant company

Address of the applicant company

Name of target company

Address of target company

Key for the target of the transfer
ID or account number in the respective target
register
Indicates the point at which the gas in the
natural gas grid has been transferred to the
recipient – mass balancing information

3.1.4.2 General GoO information
Table 2 describes those data sets which receive information on the transferred quantity
Table 2: General GoO Information
No
11

Name
Original ID

Data type
String (64 bit)

11

Quantity in kWh

12
134
14

Start feed-in period
End feed-in period
Type of delivery

integer
value
between
1
and
4.294.967.295 (32
bit)
Date after 1.1.2000
Date after 1.1.2000
Value „MB“ or „B&C“
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Description
Is the ID within the registry of origin of GoO,
remains unchanged forever, shall help to
backtrace to original GoO data and
documents
Exact amount of biomethane in kWh to be
transferred
Start of injection
End of injection
Indication of the type of delivery: either
mass balance or book and claim. This field
should be answered with „mass balance“ /
„MB“, if gas and GoO are supplied jointly
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3.1.4.3 Proof of Origin
In table 3 data sets are defined which allow the origin and traceability of a transferred biomethane
quantity:
Table 3: Proof of origin information
No
15

Name
Country of origin

Data type
Country code, 2
characters,
for
example: AT, DE
Integer
value
between
1
and
65.535 (16 bit)

Description
The country of origin, in which the biogas
quantity was fed into the natural gas grid

16

Plant number

17

Plant name

Description of the plant of origin

Initiation date

Text,
with
a
maximum of 128
characters
Maximum 4 lines of
text, each with a
maximum of 128
characters
Date after 1.1.2000

18

Plant address

19

20

Metering point of the injection

See below

Identification of the metering point at which
the feed-in of the biomethane quantity took
place.

21

Meter number

Text,
with
maximum of
characters

a
128

ID of the production plant in the sender
register. It is used for the distinct
identification of the.

Address of the plant of origin

Date of the first initiation of the raw biogas
plant before the feed-in or the date of the
first feeding into the natural gas grid.

Meter number at injection point

3.1.4.4 Data sets: proof of quality
Data sets for proof of quality are a precondition, which includes e.g. information on the raw materials
used or compliance with sustainability requirements. However, this information is subject to further
definitions on bilateral, regional and European level as there are no given standards for a European
acceptance yet. A standard GoO format with respective attributes have been proposed in Deliverable
3.3 “Guidelines for creating the European Biomethane Guarantees of Origin”
(http://www.biosurf.eu/en_GB/downloads-and-deliverables/downloads/).

3.1.4.5 Proof of quality by sender registry
In table 4, information of an expert report in the sender register is given via one or more reports
which are defined. These reports include, for example, proof of quantities, origin and / or
characteristics.
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Table 4: Proof of quality
No
22

Name
Expert‘s report is available

Data type
Value „YES“ or „NO“

23

Name of the expert

24

Name expert company /
certification body
Address expert company /
certification body

Text, with a maximum
of 128 characters
Text, with a maximum
of 128 characters
Maximum 4 lines of
text, each with a
maximum of 128
characters
Maximum 10 lines of
text, each with a
maximum of 128
characters
Date after 01.01.2000

25

26

Expert’s report file name

27

Date of the signature of the
expert

Description
Name whether or not an expert’s report is
available
Name of the expert who produced the
report
Name of the company the expert works for
Address of the company

File name of the report as it is stored in the
database of the sender register.

The report shall bear a signature and a
date. The date of the signature is recorded
here for clear traceability to the correct
expert’s report.

The standardization of expert audits is a long-term goal to enable a harmonized assessment of
attributes required by biomethane registries. Further discussions with auditors operating in European
countries are necessary to define such standardized rules. Merely a European wide transfer of
biomethane certificates will be established if audit reports by domestic experts are accepted in the
target country. The ISCC and RED certification do offer proper standard schemes which seem to be
the most useful approach. Nevertheless, an audit according to those standards are very costly
nowadays and hinder the certification of small production biomethane plants.

3.1.5 Transmission of GoO data
In order to ensure secure data transmission, it is important that only the registries (including a
potential European biomethane hub) involved in the transfer will have access to GoO data to be
transmitted.
Guidelines for GoO data transmission:
1. GoO data has to correspond to standardized format
2. Data sets are to be encrypted before transmitting.
3. The communication channel needs to be encrypted during the whole transmission process
between the registries.
4. Data transaction are confirmed by the receiving parties involved
5. Cancellation of transfer
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3.1.6 Process steps for manual transfer of GoO from seller’s to buyer’s registry
Process steps for GoO transfer:
1. Seller asks his registry to transfer GoO to buyer having an account in a foreign registry
2. Seller’s registry blocks the relevant GoO for further use
3. Seller’s registry prepares and formats GoO data and files for transfer
4. Data and files are brought to a transfer-out account of seller’s registry
5. Seller’s registry sends an e-mail with a password-protected zip file, which contains the
previously described GoO data: standard information plus optional info in an excel file, further
documents (expert opinions, etc.). to buyer’s registry
6. Buyer’s registry confirms receipt of the e-mail by means of a read receipt or by e-mail
confirmation.
7. Buyer’s registry transfers the information package into a transfer-in account.
8. Buyer’s registry informs buyer of incoming GoO and proceeds
9. Buyer’s registry will check completeness and plausibility of GoO data
10. Buyer’s registry will check if incoming GoO fulfil registry’s transfer criteria
11. Eventually an auditor appointed by buyer could audit the quantities at buyer’s registry (if
certain attributes are required in the target country which have not been audited in the registry
of the country of origin)
12. Buyer’s registry is responsible for placing the GoO on buyer’s account
13. Buyer’s registry waits for acceptance of GoO by buyer. If buyer accepts GoO, registry will
mark GoOs as valid.
14. After validation buyer’s registry will inform seller’s registry and seller.
15. Seller’s registry will decommission GoOs in transfer and send a decommissioning document
or message to buyer’s registry and seller.

3.1.6.1 Procedure Step by Step
The following flow chart is about a manual process.
The following procedure is intended to ensure that an exchange of GoOs is possible without investing
in IT and interfaces. The registries IT systems remains unchanged.
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Figure 3: Biomethane registry transfer process

SELLER’S REGISTRY
Step 1 - Initiate transfer
Registry user (“Seller”) applies for transfer of a GoO to “Buyer”.
Initiate transfer by application form (could be an EXCEL Sheet):
 Seller
 Certificate number
 Buyer
 Buyer’s registry
 …
Initiate transfer within registry’s system:
 is that the market participant initiates the transfer in the system by himself and directly without
the need for the registrar to accept a form manually. In this case registry has to offer a user
interface where seller can enter "buyer’s registry and buyer”.
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The form could look as follows:

Step 2 - Block GoO
Seller’s registry blocks GoOs for further use.
Step 3 – Format and plausibility
After receiving the application for transfer, registry will check data for completeness and plausibility.
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Step 4 – Transfer-out account
The GoO data and documentation is organized in a zip file which is brought to a transfer-out account.
Step 5 - Transfer
The transfer of the zip file will be handled by e-mail. It is important to understand that we do not
transfer GoOs on paper but the information of the GoO via mail or ftp server. After the GoO zip file
is send, GoO seller is still owner of the GoO, as the GoO is only blocked for further use but not yet
decommissioned.

BUYER’S REGISRTY
Step 6 – Transfer- In account
Buyer’s registry receives the zip file. This data package is taken to the “Transfer- In” account of
buyer’s registry. The design of the “Transfer-In” account is responsibility of the registry and may be
individually designed. The transfer account may be part of the existing IT, an ACCESS DB, a
directory.
Step 7 - Transfer INFO
Buyer’s registry informs buyer by mail of incoming GoO package.
Step 8 - Check Completeness
Buyer’s registry checks zip data package for completeness and confirms to seller’s registry that
transfer packet has been received completely.
Step 9 - Check Criteria Catalogue
The content of the document is checked by buyer’s registry. If registries acceptance criteria are not
fulfilled the transfer process is cancelled. Buyer’s registry may ask for supplemental information or
an auditor may check the documentation before the transfer process proceeds. A waiting period may
arise which depend on internal or external checks or delivery of supplemental information from buyer.
The criteria catalogue of a registry could be quite substantial, thus defining what GoOs may be
accepted or must be rejected. The criteria catalogue is based on registries individual regulations or
the legal domestic framework.
Additionally, some registries (seller’s or buyer’s) may ask for proof of the physical flow of gas cross
border.
An auditor / environmental assessor may check and validate the data and documents presented. In
addition, the auditor / environmental assessor may attach further audit documents to the audit.
The waiting period for an audit depends on the auditor. Predefined waiting periods should be kept
by obliged parties otherwise transfer process is cancelled.
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If preconditions are fulfilled the transfer process will continue or is cancelled in case of nonfulfillment
of transfer criteria.
Step 10 – Buyer accepts GoO
The GoOs are generated in buyers account. Buyer’s registry offers GoOs to buyer for acceptance
by buyer.
Before GoOs can be created it may well be that the foreign plant, from which the GoOs originate,
must be set up beforehand in Buyer’s registry. This is the case where the registry’s data base is
relational, meaning that plant data, GoO data, accounts, experts, users, etc. are stored is separate
database tables. Thus, taking over a GoO from a seller’s registry may imply some steps at buyer’s
registry.
After the buyer has confirmed or cancelled the transfer, buyer’s registry will send a written
information (via e-mail) to all parties which participated in the transfer. This information includes
whether the transfer was successful or was cancelled.
In case of cancellation of transfer, GoOs in seller’s registry are reactivated (blocking is removed).
Step 11 – Decommissioning of sellers GoOs
In case of positive acceptance by buyer a message is automatically send to seller’s registry which
then decommissions the related seller’s GoOs at end of calendar day.
If GoOs are decommissioned at seller’s registry a message with a decommissioning document
attached is send to buyer’s registry as a prove of decommissioning.

3.1.7 Standard Contract
Standard contract for the ownership transfer of biomethane GoOs shall be developed, where the AIB
contract may provide a good example. See AIB standard contract. (link: http://portal.e-

control.at/portal/page/portal/AIB_HOME/FACTS/Market%20Information/RECS%20Internat
ional%20GO%20Single%20Delivery%20Standard%20Contract)

3.1.8 A transfer example from the German registry to the Austrian registry
For the transmission of GoO, a production facility representing the German plant has to be set up
beforehand in the Austrian registry. This set up is necessary because of the database structure, as
each GoO has to be linked to an existing plant. As it is not necessary to follow ownership of this plant
in the Austrian registry, while the plant is assigned to the German registry. Other registries may have
a different database implementation and therefore a different approach to bring non-domestic GoOs
into their registry system. IT Systems are different and we can see from this example that a registry
will need specific steps to intake a GoO from abroad.
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Figure 4: Screenshot: company view

Figure 5: Screenshot: biomethane injection plant list
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Figure 6: Screenshot: biomethane injection plant detail view

The sending registry transmits a data package (encrypted zip with different files and file types) which
will be extracted and verified by the receiving registry. The receipt of the data package will be
confirmed by the receiving registry. The receiving registry starts its verification process which at least
includes:
 completeness of data
 plausibility of data
 check whether EXCEL corresponds to standardised format
 fulfilment of national conditions for importing GoO
o injected volumes
o …
 existence of GoO buyer
In order to be able to import the GoO into the biomethane registry, an MS-CONS file is generated
based on the transfer information provided by the German biomethane registry operated by dena.
This is generated by a macro from the transfer file sent by the “seller’s registry”.

Figure 7: Generation of GoO in target registry

The MS-CONS file is uploaded into the biomethane registries IT-System. After a four-eye check the
GoO is created and released to an import account DENA-IMPORT, which was set for GoOs transfers
from dena.
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The GoO is given a certificate ID according to the ID scheme established in the target biomethane
registry. The original ID is an attribute of the GoO and is kept to allow to back-trace to the original
GoO at any time even when transferred to other registries. Furthermore, the expert opinion is
attached to the GoO and attributes/criteria are set manually by the auditor.

Transfer to final receiver:
From the DENA-IMPORT account, the entire GoO information (quantity, attributes, criteria, expert
opinion) is transferred to the buyer’s account in the registry system.

Figure 8: Screenshot: GoO transfer creation

The GoO receiver (buyer) can check the GoO transfer in the AGCS system. In addition, the recipient
can accept or refuse offered GoOs.

Figure 9: Screenshot: GoO transfer execution
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When the buyer accepts the GoO, the GoO is immediately saved to his account. With acceptance
ownership transfer has taken place. The GoO is marked as transferred from DENA-IMPORT
account. Buyer may from then on use this GoO for further actions and is not restricted in any case
to use it.
Dena is informed by AGCS about acceptance or refusal of the GoO by e-mail.
In the case of a reversal, the proof appears again on the list of the DENA-IMPORT account. AGCS
transfers this to the CANCEL account and DENA / buyer / seller are informed about the refusal by
the buyer. The transfer process is thus terminated. For reasons of transparency, the GoOs rejected
by the buyer are in the CANCEL account. The proof in the CANCEL account is no longer available,
it is "suspended due to transfer cancellation". If necessary, the proof will be released to the seller in
the dena registry.
Transmission of the confirmation to dena
After the recipient has confirmed the transfer, AGCS will send a written information (via e-mail) to an
e-mail address to be indicated by dena. This information includes whether the transfer was
successful or was cancelled with the reference to the actual recipient and the ID of the Goo This is
used to connect to the information transmitted by the latter.
Completion of the transfer
By confirming the abort of a transfer by AGCS, the detection in the dena registry is activated again.
This enables the sender of the GoO o fully dispose of the proof and to take further actions. Dena
has to make the release within 2 working days in the dena registry.
Upon receipt of the GoO in the AGCS biomethane registry, the transfer process is not yet finalized.
Dena has 2 business days to withdraw the sent biomethane certificate and a decommissioning
document which has to be sent by e-mail as confirmation of the decommissioning to AGCS. This
means that the transfer is not only technically complete (with the transfer of the GoO by the recipient
in the AGCS system), but also organizationally.
The daily operation of the Austrian biomethane registry includes checks whether new transfer
processes have been received. Registry services are available on Austrian business days. All
processes are ISO certified.

3.2 European Cross Border GoO Title Transfer – registries involved
3.2.1 Preamble
For the development of a European biomethane market a standardised transfer of GoOs between
biomethane registries is essential. Such transfer can be managed (i) bilaterally between registries
or (ii) via a central European biomethane hub. A biomethane hub will help to standardise transfer
processes. Where GoOs are passed from one registry to another, the communication interface to
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do so as well as the content of the GoOs must be harmonised. The establishment of a European
biomethane market requires an organisation (a cooperation of registries) on European level to
develop the rules, documents, contracts, the hub IT solution. In 2016 such cooperation named
ERGaR has been already founded and has started the coordination activities.

3.2.2 ERGaR (European Renewable Gas Registry)
The establishment of a European biomethane registry was seen as a precondition for market
development and therefore at the end of 2016 ERGaR was established. ERGaR defines its purpose
as follows:
The European Renewable Gas Registry (ERGaR) will be the Europe-wide recognized organization
for administering and mass balancing volumes of renewable gases virtually distributed along the
European natural gas network. The voluntary scheme will rely on the national biomethane registries
as primary source of documentation, will follow jointly agreed procedures for issuing and cancelling
Guarantees of Origin for consignments with export destinations and will provide for cross-border
transfer of sustainability characteristics attached to the consignments.

ERGaR is based on three pillars:




European natural gas network recognized as a single logistical facility regarding the injected
biomethane,
mass balancing of biomethane consignment in professional, neutral and transparent manner,
transfer of sustainability characteristics of the individual biomethane consignments.

ERGaR is not handling volumes of renewable gases which are transported to the consumers directly
by road or other means, i.e. not through the natural gas network.
ERGaR is an administrative tool to assist cross-border movements and is not handling volumes of
renewable gases which are marketed and consumed in the country of production.
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The ERGaR documentation system for cross-border trade of biomethane should be:
 acceptable by the European Commission for recognition as one voluntary scheme,
 in harmony with prevailing EU regulations: Directive 2009/28/EC (RED) and Directive
2009/30/EC (Fuel Quality Directive);
 easy to join both by government agencies and economic operators;
 easy to join both by existing and to be established national biomethane registries;
 not interfering with Member States’ renewable energy policies and support systems;
 independent and transparent;
 practical and affordable for all market participants,
 acceptable also for parties involved in natural gas pipeline transportation.
Every national biomethane registry participating in the ERGaR scheme must meet the requirements
set for the bodies issuing European Biomethane Guarantees of Origin (EBGoO), otherwise the
registry cannot be accepted as a partner to exchange GoOs.
EBGoO’s are not physical documents to be exchanged but a certified digital data package of
information.
The following principles are applied in relation to the exchange of information within ERGaR
in the form of the EBGoO’s:
 Whatever the EBGoO related transaction may be, no information should get lost.
 When an EBGoO is transferred, all attributes and documentation of a GoO is transferred in
a closed package.
 The receiving bodies (the national biomethane registries) do not change and do not delete
attributes of an EBGoO.
 The sending registry flags the respective domestic Guarantee of Origin (Certificate of Origin)
as cancelled “because of transfer to EBGoO” but does not delete anything. In fact, we are
just adding information to our biomethane database.
 At any point in time registries should be able to trace the lifespan of a GoO, including all
transactions and all authorized persons involved.
The cooperation in the frame of ERGaR aims at creating an independent, transparent and
trustworthy documentation scheme for mass balancing of biomethane distributed along the
European natural gas network.
ERGaR will also provide for cross-border transfer of sustainability characteristics attached to the
consignments and enable producers in countries without a registry to trade biomethane across
Europe.
ERGaR will be the Europe-wide recognised organisation for administering and mass balancing
volumes of renewable gases virtually distributed along the European natural gas network. The
organisation brings together national biomethane registries expertise to elaborate on a joint basis for
issuing and cancelling guarantees of origin for consignments with export destinations.
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Mission:
The main purpose and structure of the European Renewable Gas Registry (ERGaR) is
independence, transparency and trustworthiness, and the members of the organisation comes from
all over Europe. ERGaR provides a central contact in Brussels through a general secretariat.
ERGaR will establish an independent, transparent and trustworthy documentation scheme for mass
balancing of biomethane (biogas upgraded to natural gas quality) and other renewable gases
distributed along the European gas network. Thanks to the experience of the national registries the
documentation system will enable cross-border trade of renewable gases via the European natural
gas network while preventing double sale and double counting.
The injected biomethane gets blended with natural gas in the pipelines and the methane molecules
of fossil and renewable origin cannot be differentiated anymore. Hence, mass balancing with
appropriate documentation is the optimum solution to track the renewable fuel (biomethane) in the
natural gas system.
ERGaR will apply for the recognition by the European Commission of such a system as a voluntary
scheme in accordance with the Renewable Energy Directive, Fuel Quality Directive and other related
legislative documents.
Members (dated on 08.06.2017):
 AGCS – operator of the Austrian registry
 CIB Italian Biogas Consortium (representative of potential Italian registry)
 Dena – operator of the German registry
 EBA – European Biogas Association
 Energie 360° - Swiss natural gas and biomethane distributor
 Energinet.dk – operator of the Danish registry
 GRDF – natural gas distribution company, operator of the French registry
 Landwärme GmbH – biomethane trader in Europe
 NGF Nature Energy – biomethane producer and trader in DK
 REAL – operator of the UK registry GGCS
 STX Services – renewable energy broker and trader
 VSG – operator of the Swiss registry
Scope of ERGaR:
The European Renewable Gas Registry aisbl establishes a voluntary scheme named “ERGaR BM”
under Article 18. of the Renewable Energy Directive (RED). ERGaR BM will be the Europe-wide
recognized scheme for administering and mass balancing volumes of biomethane virtually
distributed along the European natural gas network. The voluntary scheme will rely on the national
biomethane registries as primary source of documentation, will follow jointly agreed procedures for
issuing and cancelling Biomethane Guarantees of Origin for consignments with export destinations
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and will provide for cross-border transfer of sustainability characteristics attached to the
consignments.
The purpose of ERGaR will be to provide standardised system for the exchange of biomethane
GoOs. In order to further facilitate the international exchange ERGaR shall operate an inter-registry
telecommunications Hub. Structures and procedures shall ensure the exchange of standardised
biomethane GoOs. The biomethane hub provided by ERGaR shall offer a framework for exchanging
GoOs. Harmonised GoO standards, transfer interface protocols are necessary to transfer GoOs
between international biomethane registries.

3.2.3 Biomethane Hub
The biomethane Hub can be seen as an organisation and process/IT solution which will enable
member registries to inter-communicate, in order to transfer biomethane GoOs. Additionally, a
biomethane Hub will provide a connection point for potential biomethane trading platform users like
exchanges, individual trading platforms or OTC platforms.
Among the many benefits that this hub solution provides are the following:
 Biomethane registries have a single point of contact with other registry operators
 The hub provides standard procedures
 Registry operators only need to test that their registry can communicate with the Hub as the
Hub takes care of communications with other registries
 Eliminates the need for bilateral registry to registry connection
 Is a platform for further development
 Hub contracts regulate the processes
 Hub monitors the system
Today GoOs are created at registry level, change ownership at registry level, are decommissioned
at registry level, all happening today on a national level. The hub opens the way for transferring of
ownership to the international level.
The purpose of the biomethane hub is to develop, use and promote a standardised GoO transfer
system, to ensure the reliable operation of a European GoO transfer scheme. This scheme satisfies
the criteria of objectivity, non-discrimination, transparency and costs effectiveness, in order to
facilitate the international transfer of GoO. In order to further facilitate the international transfer of
GoOs, the hub operator runs a registry-to-registry and registry-to-platform-provider data
communication module.
The Principles and Rules of Operation define a GoO as an electronic document which identifies the
source and method of production of green gas. The electronic document is in the form of an XML
scheme and describes all the standardised attributes of a GoO.
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The XML file will be transmitted GoO data via a web service (communication module) in an encrypted
and secure way. The via-hub transfer is automatic without manual intervention and executed within
a second. The hub does not cause waiting time. The hub does not deal with the content of the XML
files and the content remains invisible to the hub operator. The hub operator transports the envelope,
knows about the type of transfer, knows sender and receiver but does not know the content. The
hub operator does not intervene but monitors the system.
There is an interface, which is either manual or fully integrated in registry’s IT, to bring GoOs to the
hub-client or take them off the hub-client. The implementation of this internal IT-interface is registries’
responsibility.
In Austria a so called EnergyLink provides a centralised automatic communication module for the
exchange of data in the context of supplier switching for all gas and electricity metering points. Some
hundred participants communicate via a central IT data hub. This was the realisation of a central
solution without a centralised data base as consumers’ data had to remain with the grid operators
and suppliers.
The main effort lies not in the software development but in the reconciliation processes to define the
data exchange processes and to specify data formats. The hub-software may be based on or derived
from already existing communication modules used in the energy sector.
The exchange hub of AIB (Association of Issuing Bodies) for electricity Guarantees of Origin can be
used as an example for an organizational and technical approach for the harmonized cross border
transfer of certificates. The AIB does operate a hub solution for the transfer of electricity certificates.
In the gas sector ERGaR (European Renewable Gas Registry) was founded and may perform similar
functions on the European biomethane market. Nevertheless, there are several differences between
biomethane and renewable electricity which need to be considered:
 Different energy source
 Different issuing bodies and stakeholders
 Different attributes of certificates
 European wide regulations are not yet in place for biomethane
 Handling of mass balancing
 Sustainability certification and transmission of respective information.
Nevertheless, a deep and constructive cooperation between both hub providers is of great interest
and of highest value for both parties and their members.

3.2.4 Fact Sheet
The Fact Sheets contain transient and/or advisory information relating to national certificates
schemes, members and detailed codes and standards. There is also a Fact Sheet offering guidelines
and a framework for domain protocols.
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3.2.5 Domain Protocol Template
All members must complete a Domain Protocol according to this Domain Protocol Template as a
condition of membership.
Domain Protocols set out how the generation of GoOs is implemented in each domain. The
characteristics must comply with the regulation of ERGaR and form a precondition for a registry to
participate in the European GoO exchange process.

3.3 Blockchain transfer of biomethane GoO
3.3.1 Preamble
This chapter is dedicated to evaluating the applicability of blockchain technology for the biomethane
GoO (Guarantees of Origin) title transfer process.
What is blockchain? The popular description is as follows:
A blockchain facilitates secure online transactions. A blockchain is a decentralized digital ledger that
records transactions on thousands of computers globally in such a way that the registered
transactions cannot be altered retrospectively. This allows the participants to verify and audit
transactions in an inexpensive manner. They are authenticated by mass collaboration powered by
collective self-interests. The result is a robust workflow where participants' uncertainty regarding
data security is marginal. The use of a blockchain removes the characteristic of infinite reproducibility
from a digital asset. It confirms that each unit of digital cash was spent only once, solving the longstanding problem of double spending. Blockchains have been described as a value-exchange
protocol. This exchange of value can be completed more quickly, more safely and more cheaply with
a blockchain. A blockchain can assign title rights because it provides a record that compels offer and
acceptance. From the technical point of view a blockchain is a hashchain inside another hashchain.
A blockchain database consists of two kinds of records: transactions and blocks. Blocks hold batches
of valid transactions that are hashed and encoded into a Merkle tree. Each block includes the hash
of the prior block in the blockchain, linking the two. Variants of this format were used previously, for
example in Git, and it is not by itself sufficient to qualify as a blockchain. The linked blocks form a
chain. This iterative process confirms the integrity of the previous block, all the way back to the
original genesis block. Some blockchains create a new block as frequently as every five seconds.
As blockchains age they are said to grow in height. Blocks are structured by division into layers.
Sometimes separate blocks can be validated concurrently, creating a temporary fork. In addition to
a secure hash based history, any blockchain has a specified algorithm for scoring different versions
of the history so that one with a higher value can be selected over others. Blocks which are not
selected for inclusion in the chain are called orphan blocks. Peers supporting the database don't
have exactly the same version of the history at all times, rather they keep the highest scoring version
of the database that they currently know of. Whenever a peer receives a higher scoring version
(usually the old version with a single new block added) they extend or overwrite their own database
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and retransmit the improvement to their peers. There is never an absolute guarantee that any
particular entry will remain in the best version of the history forever, but because blockchains are
typically built to add the score of new blocks onto old blocks and there are incentives to only work
on extending with new blocks rather than overwriting old blocks, the probability of an entry becoming
superseded goes down exponentially as more blocks are built on top of it, eventually becoming very
low. For example, in a blockchain using the proof-of-work system, the chain with the most cumulative
proof-of-work is always considered the valid one by the network. In practice, there are a number of
methods that can demonstrate a sufficient level of computation. Within a blockchain the computation
is carried out redundantly rather than in the traditional segregated and parallel manner.
A biomethane registry, generates, transfers, decommissions biomethane GoOs. It provides GoO
accounts for biomethane plant operators and credits GoOs on these accounts according to the
volumes of biomethane injected at plant site into the gas grid. A registry supports the title transfer
process between users within the registry or between users of different registries. Title transfer thus
requires activity by the registry, such as data exchange, checks, etc.
The title transfer of biomethane GoO may occur in various ways. When transactions take place via
a biomethane registry, buyers and sellers must be registered beforehand, enter into contractual
relationship with the registry and perform ownership transfers of GoOs in accordance with the rules
of these biomethane registries.
The responsibilities of registries are that they provide standardized processes for generation, trading,
splitting and decommissioning of biomethane GoOs and take care that double-counting/double-sale
is excluded. Biomethane registries create trust and enable a secure and harmonised facility for
biomethane users.

3.3.2 Today’s biomethane GoOs process
Based on metered volumes at biomethane plant, the biomethane registry issues a GoO per month
(or for a time period) for biomethane injected into the natural gas grid. The GoO is credited on
biomethane producer’s account. A biomethane GoO contains volume as well as other attributes (e.g.
raw materials processed) and documents (e.g. audit reports). Many of these other attributes and
documents are generated before the plant goes into operation but some data may also be updated
throughout the year by authorised experts. Experts have access to the registry and may add
comments and documents to GoOs. The "digital asset" of a biomethane GoO has a lot of properties
and the documentation attached to a GoO might be quite extensive. One essential attribute is
common with all GoOs; that is the attribute (MWh) which defines the volume (#) of biomethane
injected into the natural gas grid. The volume as well as the attributes and the certificate
documentation define the market value and the usability of the injected biomethane for certain
application.
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The volume part of a GoO may be split. The result is two identical GoOs which differ only in terms
of volume. The sub-splitted part may be transferred from GoO seller’s account to GoO buyer’s
account.
The value of a GoO may differ and depend on countries and documentation. For some users detailed
GoO information will be relevant, for others such detailed information could be less relevant.
If we consider a cross border exchange of GoO with all the original information attached to a GoO it
might be difficult for a buyer in another European country to understand the documentation and
assess the value of a GoO.
With a central biomethane hub there will be at least 5 parties involved in transferring biomethane
GoOs from a seller in country A to a buyer in country B – 2 registries, the biomethane hub, seller
and buyer. That’s quite a lot of parties, processes, contractual relationship, standardization,
communication modules, verifications, quality checks just to execute an ownership process between
seller and buyer in different European countries.
What additional options in the field of biomethane could speed up the title transfer process, stimulate
the biomethane market and foster development? Can blockchain technology standardize, simplify,
speed up the biomethane title transfer process and expand the user base by providing an alternative
level of title transfer for GoOs. These are quite a lot of interesting characteristics that make it worth
to look into blockchain technology.

3.3.3 Blockchain as a registry add on
We do not consider replacing biomethane registries by a blockchain solution. Instead we evaluate
blockchain technology as a registry add on to create an additional title transfer opportunity for registry
users. The difference is, that with the blockchain cross-border transfer is not managed by the registry
and the biomethane hub but by the GoO owner himself, without intervention of the registry. The
blockchain would not substitute existing functionality but could be considered as an additional title
transfer option.
If we plan an IT-System we have a central server and an SQL Server in a secure data centre with
automatic data backups in mind. An IT system that is changed regularly to bring in new
functionalities.
So, in general we may prefer a centralized solution also for the benefit of being able to access our
data independent of location via a web browser and knowing that the provider will take care of data
security and data back-ups.
The opposite is the case with blockchain as there is no central server and the data is distributed on
many nodes (server). User data is therefore not only on users’ blockchain node but on all other
nodes. A blockchain User is fully responsible for not losing his data or accidently destroying his wallet
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on his node. Therefore, backups of such User wallets are necessary and these backups are the
responsibility of the user.
With the centralized solution data is stored once, whereas with a blockchain solution data is stored
multiple times on every node. In a blockchain manipulation of data is practically impossible.
A high level of trust comes with the blockchain, as well as speed of execution of business processes
as less parties are involved as a transfer of GoOs would not involve execution at registry level.
Let’s describe a GoO title transfer within a blockchain:










A GoO may enter the GoO blockchain on registry user’s request. Bringing a GoO to the
blockchain requires registry activity. From that point on the blockchain user holds the GoO in
his blockchain wallet he may transfer the GoO or part of it, without biomethane registry’s
interaction, to other blockchain wallets.
Globally everybody may download a blockchain wallet and participate in the GoO title transfer
process
The transfer happens without centralized supervision and the registries don’t know all
blockchain participants and who is holding what GoO.
All or some predefined nodes participate in the consensus algorithm by proofing the GoO
ownership transfer.
The risk of double spending a GoO within the blockchain is zero. If a GoO is in the blockchain
there is no way to destroy copy or manipulate the GoO.
Blockchain user is responsible for his GoO wallet, which resides on his server or desktop. If
his wallet/computer is destroyed than his GoOs get lost and are not recoverable. To protect
against such loss user’s wallet must have a backup function.
Biomethane registries decommission GoOs if blockchain GoOs are handed back to a registry
by blockchain users.

Blockchain technology could help to trade GoOs globally. Title transfer is performed without a central
supervisory body. Transfer happens within seconds. Blockchain speeds up the business process.
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Figure 10: Blockchain biomethane GoO exchange

The “blockchain module” that a registry has to add to its existing procedures, consists of an
addendum of the general condition and processes for bringing a GoO into the blockchain and taking
a GoO off the blockchain. Adding such a blockchain process module will not intervene in or create
conflicts with existing registry processes.

3.3.4 A blockchain model for biomethane
How could a biomethane GoO blockchain work as an additional element of a biomethane registry.
We have to distinguish between


several roles:
o Registries are blockchain authorities
 may generate GoOs for the blockchain
 may eventually remove GoOs from the blockchain (burn)
 may eventually execute emergency operations
o Users – have wallets and may split and transfer GoOs within blockchain
o Experts – may not interact with the blockchain but certify GoOs on registry level
o Master Registry – holds the key for certain blockchain emergency operations (freeze,
burn…) – details see chapter 3.3.13



several blockchain solutions:
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o

A public blockchain:
A public blockchain is a blockchain that anyone in the world can read, anyone in the world
can send transactions to, can participate in the consensus process – the process for
determining what blocks get added to the chain and what the current state is. As a substitute
for centralized or quasi-centralized trust, public blockchains are secured by cryptoeconomics.
These blockchains are generally considered to be “fully decentralized”.

o

Consortium blockchain:

A consortium blockchain is a blockchain where the consensus process is controlled
by a pre-selected set of nodes; for example, one might imagine a consortium of 15
biomethane registries, each of which operates a node and of which a certain number
must sign every block in order for the block to be valid. The right to read the
blockchain may be public, or restricted to the participants. These blockchains may be
considered “partially decentralized”.
o

Fully private blockchains:

A fully private blockchain is a blockchain where write permissions are kept centralized
to one organization. Read permissions may be public or restricted to an arbitrary
extent. Likely applications include database management, auditing, etc internal to a
single company, and so public readability may not be necessary in many cases at all,
though in other cases public auditability is desired.
Considering the different characteristics, we conclude that a “consortium blockchain” build
by several biomethane registries would be the preferable solution for the biomethane market.
Questions to be answered:
 What GoO (GoO attributes, values) will enter the blockchain, what data is stripped of a GoO?
 How does a GoO enter the blockchain -> by manual or automatic process?
 How does GoO title transfer work within the blockchain?
 How does a GoO exit the blockchain for decommissioning?
 What functionalities, apart from title transfer and splitting, are necessary, are useful for a
blockchain user?
 How can the blockchain provide support to bring buyer and seller together?
 What organizational / technical blockchain communication module (GoO Register <-> GoO
block chain) is needed at registries?
 What are the necessary contractual arrangements between blockchain participating
registries?
 What are the necessary contractual arrangements between registries and block chain
participants?
 How many nodes are necessary to consider the blockchain as a secure distributed database?
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How can we ensure that a GoO in the blockchain is not utilized without being
decommissioned in one of the blockchain participating registries?
Who will regularly check if registries comply with blockchain certified processes, to avoid
double-sale and/or double counting? What will be the consequence of deviation?

GoOs title transfers will take place within the blockchain without registries involvement. User
participation should be possible without identification. Everyone interested should be able to
download a biomethane blockchain wallet. The process of downloading a biomethane wallet should
be as easy as downloading a bitcoin.
The business objectives of the GoO blockchain are to provide the following business benefits to
registries and blockchain users (biomethane producers, buyers, sellers).
Registry Benefits
The GoO blockchain will:
 Enable biomethane title transfer without registry activity.
 Simplify title transfer
 Standardize GoO title transfer
 Minimize process steps for title transfer
Blockchain User (Producer/Seller/Buyer) Benefits
The GoO blockchain will:
 Provide users with a global title transfer platform
 Support biomethane market development
 Enable GoO sellers to easily target potential buyers.
 Provide reliable and speedy GoO title transfer without central participation
GoO Marketplace Provider Benefits
The GoO blockchain will:
 Have a standardized digital asset for trade
 Provide a playing field for GoO market place providers

3.3.5 Bringing a GoO into the blockchain
The import of a GoO from the registry into the blockchain is a process which can be accomplished
in several ways. Generation of a GoO for the blockchain is either a manual process executed by
registry or an automated process initiated by user himself.
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Now the question arises, what information of the GoO should be transferred into the blockchain?
There are several degrees of detail.
1. only the information about the GoO volume – nearly all other information gets lost
2. all the information incl. documents – no information is lost
3. the information about the GoO volume, the GoO ID and some main GoO attributes –
accepting that some GoO information will get lost.
If a registry user wants to bring a GoO into the blockchain, he instructs the registry operator to do
so. The registry operator then “forever decommissions for blockchain” these GoOs on user’s
accounts.
The registry generates a standardized GoO (standard data sets) on registry’s blockchain account
and transfers these GoOs to user’s blockchain account. As soon as the user disposes of GoOs on
his blockchain account he may initiate GoO transfers to other accounts in the blockchain on his own,
without third party intervention.

3.3.6 ID of a GoO
A unique ID is necessary to identify the GoO. GoOs are issued for injected biomethane. For each
GoO, a GoO-ID is generated. The structure of the GoO-ID should be designed with a variety of
information to make the GoO-ID unique. It is necessary that each registry uses the same method
when the GoOs are transferred or just imported into the blockchain.
A GoO ID could look like this:
BMGoO#AT#AGCS#AT00810008010AO6G56M11SN51G21M24S#20150101#20150131#YYYY
MMDDHHMMSSmmm#C
Date/Time of generation is at the end of the ID
This ID identifies the original certificate, it remains unchanged forever, even if the GoO is split and
further transferred in the blockchain.
Using the blockchain as a GoO transfer medium requires a standardised record to enter the
blockchain. A solution when all the GoO data (including expert opinion) should enter the blockchain
is not considered. To enable blockchain users to access all GoO information users should be
authorized to ask the registry for additional GoO information. Therefore, registries must be ready to
provide such information on demand considered data protection and permission rights.

3.3.7 Splitting of a GoO
Splitting a GoO into two parts is today already a function within the biomethane registry and should
therefore also be a function in the blockchain. If GoO owner decides to transfer part of his GoO, he
off-splits the GoO volume to be transferred. If a GoO is split the off-split part receives a new
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identification to be traceable through all ownership transfers. This could be realized through the
change in the postfix (Date/time/sec/mmsec) of the GoO-ID. Thus, the prefix of the GoO defines the
original ID. This part of the ID could be used to access the GoO documents kept available at registry.
If a GoO is split in subparts several time a variety of GoOs is created within the blockchain. As these
GoOs carry several attributes with them, the GoOs are not like a commodity the value of which could
be added to show a balance in user’s wallet. In fact, there are a lot of different GoOs in one wallet.
This scaling down of GoO volumes whereas increasing the number is undesirable.
An alternative would be, to transform – this could even be done in the blockchain – these GoOs into
greencoins - which carry just one attribute which is the volume of the GoO. All other attributes are
discarded. This is a kind of transformation/commoditization that could also be executed within the
blockchain. Discarding all the GoO information, except the volume, makes it impossible to access
GoO information later on. Loosing information may mean losing marketable value. On the other hand
such standardized “biocoin” will increase liquidity and could later on be accepted as a
cryptocurrency.

3.3.8 Decommissioning of a GoO
Decommissioning a GoO from the blockchain means that the GoO has to be returned to a registry’s
blockchain node where it is decommissioned (or burned) and therefore taken out of circulation. The
decommissioning biomethane registry issues a document proving decommission to the GoO owner.
The decommission document will show GoO attributes. GoO is decommissioned because a user
intends to use it for labelling of energy supply/consumption as green energy.
Decommissioning may only be performed by a “blockchain certified” registry. Such certification
should be in line with a harmonized participation network and regulatory framework which have to
fulfilled by all involved parties whether registries nor blockchain participants. Decommissioning of a
GoO should be done by the registry of the country where final GoO usage is intended.

3.3.9 Protection against double sale and/or double counting
Double sale cannot happen in the blockchain.
Bringing GoOs to the blockchain is only possible for blockchain certified registries.
What information should be in the ledger?
 What is public for all participants in the block chain
 What is only readable by the owner of the GoO
 What is readable and editable by a blockchain registry.
Biomethane GoOs can only be generated by biomethane registries which fulfil certain criteria. Before
a registry may become part of the blockchain, the registry must add a blockchain module, update its
general conditions, sign a multilateral agreement of blockchain enabled registries. Making a registry
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fit for participating in the blockchain will require some steps. A registry has to be “blockchain certified”
somehow.
Each blockchain registry will provide the necessary server and IT Infrastructure to provide the
necessary processing power. Each participating registry has to provide at least one node.

3.3.10 Context of the GoO blockchain
This subsection documents the context of the GoO blockchain in terms of the significant parties with
which it interacts. As illustrated in the following context diagram, the GoO blockchain users may also
interact with a marketplace provider, without intervention of a third party like an OTC platform or
exchange:
 The procedure and system of the biomethane registry remain unchanged
 Registries will set up a “consortium blockchain”
 Nodes of registries provide processing power, storage and prove of work
 Nodes of client hold client’s wallet
 Individuals and businesses can act as users in either the GoO buyer or GoO seller role.
 Trading is done by users themselves within the blockchain without central registration
 Registry Administrators, Security Officers, User support agents are registry employees will
execute blockchain specific processes to provide a secure level of GoO generation and GoO
decommissioning.
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Figure 11: Blockchain context diagram

3.3.11 Roles within a blockchain
Different functionalities are available for different roles.
At least following roles are to be defined (depending on the blockchain level implemented):
 biomethane registries
 users
 experts and auditors
The blockchain interacts, either directly or indirectly, with the following roles:
 Employees of registry actas:
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Registry administrator, is responsible to generate GoOs within the main registry and bring
GoOs into the blockchain, decommission GoO from the blockchain.
Security Officers, monitors security and responds to potential security violations regarding
GoOs in and outside the blockchain.
User Support Agents, provides phone support to registry and blockchain users (hotline).
Users, who are any individuals or businesses that buy and sell GoOs
Experts and Auditors, don’t interact with the blockchain. Their activity is restricted to the main
registry
-




3.3.12 The registry
Generates a GoO in standardized format and brings it into the blockchain
Transfers a GoO from biomethane registries blockchain node to user’s blockchain node
Intakes blockchain GoO from blockchain user, decommissions/burns the GoO before issuing a
decommissioning document.
Participate on a consortium blockchain and provide the necessary resources.

3.3.12.1

Use Case Diagrams

The following use case diagrams summarize the functional requirements for the GoO blockchain:


Registry employee: Use Case Diagram
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Figure 12: Blockchain registry role diagram

This section describes and specifies roles, associated responsibilities, and use cases primarily
driven by these employee roles.

3.3.12.2

Registry Administration

The subsection specifies the functions primarily associated with Registry Administration.
 The Registry Administration transfers GoOs on GoO owners request from owner’s registry
account into GoO owners’ blockchain wallet. This transfer may happen manually or
automatically. This description is about the manual transfer.
 The Registry Admin accepts blockchain GoOs for decommissioning and issues documents
to prove decommission. It is recommendable to return the GoO to the registry which originally
generated the GoO for the blockchain. If this should be a recommendation or an obligation
has yet to be discussed.
Transferable GoO in the following context means a GoO that is fulfilling the preconditions (audited,
not subsidised, not yet cross-border transferred, ….) to be taken into the blockchain.
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The registry runs a blockchain wallet with several accounts:
 ToBUser (GoO from registry to blockchain user)
 FromBUser (GoO from blockchain user to registry)
These accounts are mirroring the ToBUser and FromBUser accounts in the registry. The accounts
in the registry shall display what GoOs where taken in and what GoOs were taken off the blockchain
and what GoOs are still waiting for processing.
It is up to the registry to define the structure of this ToBUser and FromBUser accounts. No
recommendation is given here as the solution may be dependent on registries actual systems. Data
could be managed in file folders or as additional SQL-tables in the registries database. The registry
defines the level of comfort a registry admin enjoys.

3.3.12.3

Responsibilities

The Registry Administration has the following responsibilities:
Bringing GoOs to the blockchain:
 Accept and record user request
 Bring GoO from biomethane registry to user’s blockchain wallet:
o Decommission transferable GoOs in biomethane registry’s account
o Bring transferable GoO to biomethane registries ToBUser account in biomethane
registry
o Map transferable GoO to standardized GoO format
o Save copy of standardized GoO to ToBUser account in registry
o Copy/Paste standardized GoO to ToBUser account of biomethane registries
blockchain wallet
o Transfer the GoO from biomethane registries blockchain account ToBUser to users
blockchain wallet
 Check and protocol success of transaction
Decommissioning GoOs from the blockchain:
User transfers GoO to registry’s FromBUser account
The responsibility of Registry Admin is to decommission the GoO from the blockchain.
 Registry Admin accepts and records User’s request for decommissioning
 Registry copies GoO data FromBuser blockchain account into registry’s internal FromBuser
account
 Registry issues decommissioning document including the GoO data.
 Registry deletes/burns the relevant blockchain GoO
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Provide additional GoO information for GoO:
During the process of mapping a GoO to a standardized format information is stripped of the GoO.
If user needs more info about a GoO than the standardized GoO provides he may ask the Registry
Admin to provide such information (additional data fields or experts opinion). To receive this
information user has to authenticate himself and provide proof of being in possession of relevant
GoO.
Registry Admin will provide 1:1 the data and documents. As data and documents may be stored in
different forms these files should be combined in a zip file.
This information providing process can be done manually or automatically.
In the following we assume manual steps for blockchain in/out processes. At the start manual steps
are preferred because it allows registries to quickly participate without an IT Interface.
This is a proposal and the procedures may differ depending on registry. The aim of these steps is to
bring a GoO into the blockchain on user’s blockchain wallet. The registry admin is fully responsible
for correctness and success of this operation.
Waiting time for user should be short and agreed in advance.
Accept and protocol registry user request
Accept request which is issued by email or …
Record request in log file
Keep log file available for inquiries
Bring GoOs to the blockchain
Cancel transferable GoO in main registry’s account
Set a “transferred” flag for GoO at user account. If this activity is not automatically logged, log it
manually. The GoO is marked accordingly and can’t be used anymore in the registry, only in the
blockchain.
Bring transferable GoO to registries “ToBUser” account
Bring GoO information from user’s registry account to a special “ToBUser” account of registry. This
“ToBUser” account comprises all GoOs which already have been successfully transferred to
blockchain and those who are still waiting for transfer to blockchain.
Map GoO to blockchain data record
GoO database records differ quite a lot between European registries. Names of data fields, formats
of fields, database structures are different.
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In the blockchain all GoOs have an identical record structure. This means that each GoO has to be
transformed into a standard format before being taken from the registry into the blockchain.
The following graph shows mapping of the original GoO into the standardized blockchain format.
During this mapping, we have to strip off some information (country and registry specific). Only the
main GoO data content will be brought to the blockchain.

Figure 13: Mapping process

The biomethane GoO in the blockchain shall contain at least following attributes:
1. Biomethane GoO ID – generated by the registry
2. Volume of injected biomethane in kWh
3. Country of Production: defined country coding scheme
4. Biomethane plant name
5. Injection Start Period in YYYYMMDD
6. Injection End Period in YYYYMMDD
7. Sustainability documentation available – YES or NO
8. Validity period of GoO in YYYYMMDD
9. …
This record is created on the “ToBUser” account.

Copy/Paste standardized GoO record of blockchain ToBUser account into registry’s
blockchain wallet
Copy/paste manually the standard record fields into the blockchain wallet of registry. The registry
admin manually creates a GoO in the blockchain.
The original GoO has to be decommissioned beforehand. On the “ToBUser” account we have now
a copy of the original GoO and the standardized GoO. The “blockchain_Out” account logs should
tell when the two GoO records (copy of original GoO and standard GoO) have been created and
when the GoO was created in the registry’s blockchain wallet.
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Transfer the GoO from registries blockchain wallet to users blockchain wallet
The registry admin transfers the blockchain GoO from registry’s blockchain wallet to users
blockchain account.

Take GoO from blockchain for decommissioning
Registry Admin accepts decommissioning request
Users intending to decommission blockchain GoOs, transfer these GoOs to registry’s blockchain
wallet (account FromBUser) and instruct the Registry Administration to decommission the GoO.
The form of the instruction has yet to be discussed. As registry may not know user, user has to
communicate who the beneficiary on the decommissioning “document” should be. If it is the user
himself or a third party.
Registry Administration accepts and records User’s request for decommissioning
Registry copies GoO data from Buser blockchain account into registry’s internal from Buser
account
Registry copy/pastes GoO information from registry’s blockchain wallet to from BUser account in
registry.
Registry decommissions
Registry issues decommissioning document presenting GoO data. The form of document and the
way of sending it to beneficiary is to be discussed.
Registry deletes/burns the relevant blockchain GoO

Take GoO from blockchain
Take GoO from blockchain if something went wrong
A GoO must be retractable from the injection, through trading cycles, until decommissioning. At each
time status and ownership of a GoO has to be without doubt.
If there are problems with a certain GoO user may ask to intervene or back process certain steps.
Registry will within its means evaluate the situation before taking reasonable and justified steps.
The solution could be to back process, burning of the GoO or taking the GoO from the blockchain
to reformat the GoO before bringing it back on Users blockchain account (security action to be clearly
defined within specification – under which circumstances master registry is entitled to do so).
Registry Support Agent
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The subsection specifies the functional requirements primarily associated with user support agents.
 Definition
A user support agent is the role played by an employee who provides a human interface for
the blockchain to the users.
 Responsibilities
A user support agent has the following responsibilities:
- Handle user inquiries.
 Required Capabilities
A user support agent needs the following required technical expertise, experience, and
training to effectively interact with blockchain:
- Good people skills for dealing with users.
 Use Cases
User Support Agent Handles User Inquiry
Registry Security Officer
The subsection specifies the functional requirements primarily associated with security officers.
 Definition
Security Officer is the role played by a registry employee who responds to potential security
violations.
 Responsibilities
A security officer has the following responsibilities:
- Ensure that the GoO blockchain security requirements are properly implemented.
- Handle potential security violations when notified by the blockchain.
 Required Capabilities
A security officer needs the following required technical expertise, experience, and training
to effectively interact with the GoO blockchain:
-Trained in systems security techniques.
- Use a security officer personal computer to log onto and navigate the security officer
screens.
 Use Cases
- Security Officer Assigns Internal Roles
- User, registry notifies Security Officer of Security Violation
- Security Officer Generates Security Reports
A specific role (either the Master registry) will eventually have specific rights in the blockchain such
like to freeze the whole blockchain or certain wallets for a while to sort out problems. Such
intervention is intended to happen very rarely and is not standard.

3.3.12.4

The user
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A blockchain wallet (a small App to hold GoOs), may be downloaded by each Internet user on his
desktop. Users can participate globally in the biomethane blockchain title transfer process.
As we are considering a consortium blockchain the registries will provide the server landscape of
several servers (blockchain nodes) to provide proof of work. These server landscape will
communicate continuously for “proof of work”.
It should not be necessary that every public ledger is on every client’s desktop.
Which features should the blockchain client (wallet) include? The wallet owner does not need to be
known to the biomethane registry or other participants in the blockchain. The user can therefore
choose an alias.
The functions of the wallet in the block chain could be:
 transfer title of biomethane GoO,
 split the GoO into parts,
 allow access to the attributes and documentation of a GoO in registry's database
 Provide a blackboard as a kind of open marketplace where offers for buying or selling GoOs
may be published.


Blockchain user Use Case Diagram

Figure 14: Blockchain user diagram

The subsection specifies the functional requirements primarily associated with blockchain users.
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Definition
A user is the role played by a person who uses the GoO blockchain for title transfer processes
Activity
A user performs following activities:
 Download the client software
 Create a user wallet within the blockchain.
 Create one or more accounts in the user wallet
 Request registry to bring a GoO to the blockchain
 Transfer GoOs from his blockchain wallet
 Request registry to decommission a GoO from the blockchain
 Follow registry’s instructions in case of emergency/security operations.
Required Capabilities
A user needs the following required technical expertise, experience, and training to effectively
interact with the blockchain:
 Use a personal computer to log onto and navigate a browser software.
 Download and install blockchain client software.

3.3.12.5

The experts

Update of GoOs by experts can only be performed within the registry and not within the blockchain.
For that reason, only already certified GoOs should enter the blockchain. No changes of experts or
other third party could be applied afterwards.

3.3.13 The Master Registry
Is it necessary to introduce the role of a Master registry which would have some kind of privileged
access and act in case of emergency?
This Master registry may execute emergency operations. This means bringing GoOs in the
blockchain back to a Master registry level to sort out technical problems, misuse, manipulation,
security issues. Thus, the master registry should have the power to take off certain GoO’s or to
consolidate the whole blockchain on a registry level. The role of the master registry has to be unique
and determined by the registries themselves. It can be a registry, a neutral organization, regulatory
body or a selected organization by registries. The role can be also passed for certain periods
between registries (for example half a year rotation).
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This is done to protect blockchain participants from loss of their digital assets.

3.3.14 Mass balancing in the blockchain
The blockchain title transfer process should be executable without waiting for OKs from external non
blockchain processes. The mass balance principle does not fit with blockchain. We assume that
GoO could be transferred within the blockchain to every wallet holder independently of wallet holder’s
location. If a physical movement of natural gas would be required at the same time (or before) a GoO
blockchain title transfer process is executed this would mean obstruction of biomethane trading.
Registries requiring physical gas flows to be checked could probably not participate in blockchain.

3.3.15 Costs of a blockchain
Technical adaptations to enable a transfer of biomethane GoO are connected with costs. Whether
these costs are generated via a central IT-system or a blockchain are independent. Nevertheless, it
is expected that due to blockchain technology and its flexibility, costs for the establishment, technical
administration and further development in the run phase would be lower than putting in place a
central IT platform. The blockchain technology enables new participants to enter the market very
easy compared to a central platform which from experience produce higher efforts on technical and
administration level.
Another advantage is the usage of different IT suppliers as it is not necessary to rely on a specific
development company.
How the costs can be earned does not make a difference on the chosen IT-system. There are
different opportunities:
 Individual transaction fee for transfer (independent if blockchain or other system)
 Regulated costs for administration of biomethane registry and transfer – no costs for market
participants or fixed fee by national regulation authority
 Membership fee (annual fee covering all transactions)
 Dependent percentage fee – specific transfer amount of transaction is reduced by
administration amount. Example: 1% of transaction – 101 GoO transferred/100 GoO to
buyer/1GoO to administration unit
Summarized the costs for the transfer should be harmonized if possible between all parties to enable
market participants better planning of financial obligations due to a transfer. It is also obvious that
the transactions costs should be as low as possible to enable the establishment of a transfer market
with high liquidity.
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4 TRADING OPTIONS
Several standardized options for buyers and sellers to settle trades do exist for natural gas trading
in Europe. Those platforms are established by exchanges like German exchange EEX, Austrian
exchange CEGH (Central European Gas Hub) or ICE, an Intercontinental Exchange launched in
2000. In addition, several platforms without an exchange license (OTC – Over the Counter platforms)
have been established which can be used for biomethane trading as well if prerequisites stated
above are fulfilled. Platforms and exchanges offer various products whether they are differentiated
by category (natural gas, LPG, etc.) period or delivery (physical or virtual).

4.1 Trading platforms
4.1.1 Blackboard
The simplest way to arrange a trade between a seller and a buyer is the usage of a blackboard or
also called bulletin board or notice board. Those option enables to enter a simple request for a buy
or sell of a product which can be individually defined on the board. It can be compared to commercial
online auction platform like ebay, QuiBids or Willhaben. The request to buy or sell biomethane can
be provided on various platforms but of course also directly in the biomethane registry if the ITsystem does offer such functionality. A technical solution within a registry has the advantage of first
contacts with other willing trading participants without additional costs. An explicit registration is not
necessary with the biomethane registry compared to other platforms or especially exchanges which
have a complex and time-consuming registration process.
Blackboards strive mainly as a contact platform between buyer and seller and do not settle a trade
whether financially nor physically. Interested parties do enter a request with specific information
which are published to all participants of the platform. This request should at least include:
 Buy/Sell,
 Product,
 Period,
 Volume,
 Delivery,
 Contact Information and
 Individual text.

Figure 15: Black board list of Austrian biomethane registry
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Figure 16: Example of blackboard entry

With the publication on the blackboard each participant can view the offer. In case the deal proposal
is of interest to anybody, the party interested in the deal contacts the establisher using the entered
contact information. Any negotiation on details like legal issues, financial settlement, delivery point
etc. is handled individually based on a bilateral agreement.
Blackboard functionality is an easy way to get in contact with potential buyers and sellers especially
for small production installations with low volumes and lack of strength and power to register within
an expensive trading platform with high financial and organizational obligations. However, there are
higher efforts needed on contract design and negotiation as well as transactions processes because
of individual settlement using a blackboard.

4.1.2 Exchange traded biomethane
This chapter discusses trading of physical green gas via title transferring natural gas + GoOs in
combination at an exchange. The trading process is similar but not identical to the way green power
is traded today at a power exchange.
Green gas is an additional product at a gas exchange. The general conditions at the exchange may
apply to green gas trading, but there are addenda for green gas trading.
There are different approaches to integrate green gas trading at a gas exchange. In this document,
we do not discuss the potential involvement of a European biomethane hub.
The idea is to create a simple environment for a buyer to buy green gas at a gas exchange. We
assume that a buyer shall receive green gas via a schedule from a green gas balance group of the
gas exchange. This schedule proves that buyer has indeed bought green gas.
Herein we assume a system where a buyer does not need to deal with biomethane registry or GoOs.
The seller has to deposit GoOs at the exchange, whereas the exchange unites natural gas and GoOs
to provide green gas.
There is no simultaneity between the time frames of biomethane production, GoO generation, green
gas trading, and green gas usage. Giving up the condition of simultaneity for these transactions
provides a less restricted environment to trade green gas and should foster liquidity in green gas. A
precondition of simultaneity would negatively influence liquidity of the green gas segment.
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Actors involved:
 Biomethane registry of seller
 Seller of green gas (gas+GoO)
 Gas exchange
 Buyer of green gas
The following schema shows the flow of bids, GoOs, and physical gas volumes via balance groups.

Figure 17: Gas exchange transaction with Biomethane GoO

A green gas product can be fully integrated into the normal gas trading process of the day-ahead
market, in order to ensure the best possible concentration of liquidity and security for the market
participants.
Selling green gas means that the seller has to sell gas as well as certified GoOs to the exchange.
These GoOs have to be presented to the exchange in advance. Buying green gas means for a green
gas buyer taking over gas volumes from a green gas balance group of the gas exchange.
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The title transfer of green gas includes for seller the provision of GoOs to the exchange as well as
the decommissioning of sellers GoOs in case of a successful sell bid.
The trading schedules from the exchange’s green gas balance group to buyers natural or green gas
balance group proves that buyer has bought green gas.

4.1.3 Offers for green gas
An order book for supply and demand for green gas is separated from the natural gas order book
but is opened and closed at the same time for order entry. The products of the green gas segment
are derived from the already existing products and differ only by the procedure, which guarantees,
that the currently traded gas is actually "green".
Offers for the purchase or sale of green gas are entered on separate trading accounts. With the
green gas quotations, there is the optionality to add the volumes, in case of non-execution of the
“green order”, to the order book for natural gas, by specifying a “price premium for green gas” which
is subtracted before added to the order book for natural gas. Therefore, both order books can be
combined and increase liquidity of the market place.
The first order is to be auctioned internally with orders from the green gas order book and a green
price is determined.
Any overhang, if requested by the trader, flows into the auctioning of natural gas and is immediately
auctioned.

4.1.4 Bidding for green gas
The goal is to trade in this segment clearly defined and traceable green gas (natural gas +
biomethane GoO) volumes.
Permitted GoOs for the green gas segment are only GoOs provided by certified biomethane
registries. Exchanges must therefore have a contractual relationship with the registry. The exchange
has an account within a registry and is a special user.
Each bid is binding as soon as it is submitted and recorded in the order book (as well as in the
database with time stamp and identification number). As long as trading is open, bids can be
changed, deleted and re-entered.
After the auction, the trading results in the trading system are visible. The individual quantities for
which the participants have been awarded are of course only visible to the participant. The prices
and the total volume for the natural and green gas volumes will be visible to all participants for
information purposes. Price are calculated for natural as well as the green gas according to the price
that results in the maximum trading volume.
After trading, the business confirmations will be sent to all participants to which volumes have been
allocated. All participants have the possibility to download these data in the trading system. The gas
exchange reports all transactions carried out with the control zone managers and with authorised
balance group coordinator.
For the separation of natural gas and green gas transactions, the gas exchange has to apply for a
second balancing group in the gas market area.
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The seller participating in a green gas auction must present to the gas exchange beforehand the
GoOs necessary to auction green gas. Therefore, the exchange need to have an account at the
biomethane registry.
There is no risk of nonfulfillment on the side of the seller, as the seller must present his GoOs in
advance to the exchange. The GoOs are blocked for the timeframe of the auction process. If only a
part of the sell order is fulfilled the relevant GoO part is splitted from the blocked GoOs.
If offered green gas is successfully auctioned, the exchange asks the registry to decommission these
GoOs finally.
The seller has to provide gas and GoOs to the exchange and the buyer of green gas has to take
over physical gas volumes in the control area the exchange is established.
The transfer of the GoO from the seller to the exchange takes place immediately after successful
auction. The GoOs are decommissioned at exchanges account held at the biomethane registry. The
physical schedules (to exchange natural gas) from the exchange’s green gas balance group to
buyer’s balance group are established after auction. This schedule proves that buyer has bought
green gas.
The documentation of delivery and supply of green gas is provided by schedules from seller’s
balance group (could also be a green gas balance group) to the exchange’s green gas balance
group and from the exchange’s green gas balance group to buyer’s balance group (could be green
gas balance group).
There is no need to allocate GoOs to a green gas buyer’s registry account if the volume is directly
used for a certain application. But it is also possible to transfer the GoO to a buyer’s account if it has
been registered at the exchange before. So, both options are possible to be used, whether the direct
usage of biomethane via physical schedule and decommissioned GoOs and the physical gas
including the biomethane GoO to a dedicated account.

4.2 OTC traded biomethane
Trading biomethane GoOs separately from the physical commodity gas is a straightforward way to
trade biomethane. It simplifies biomethane transactions and makes them independent from physical
domestic or cross border gas flows.
This allows the plant operator to transact the physical commodity at the market price for that physical
product on the domestic market whilst seeking the highest economic value for the GoO on European
level.
Separating the GoO from the physical commodity allows for two separate transactions, one in the
physical gas and one in GoO. The biomethane producer has the ability to identify and transact the
different elements with the most suitable buyers. Trading the gas and the GoO separately will provide
maximum flexibility for biomethane users, expand the user base, and determine a market price on
the European level. Biomethane GoO allow the biomethane producer to separate the “green” value
of their product from the more easily priced commodity gas (methane) price. The commodity gas is
relatively easy to price as there is a deep and liquid market price for the commodity.
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The commodity gas (methane) is relatively easy to price as there is a deep and liquid market price
for the commodity. However, a GoO issued for injected biomethane has a value which may exceed
the value of the physical commodity up to two times.
This section deals with the transaction in the “green” value of the biomethane at a market determined
price.
The certainty that the GoO that are traded is evidences of a unique unit and quality of biomethane.
Whereas the physical commodity is traded in the domestic market the GoO carries information about
plant, production time frame, quality attributes and an access code to access the auditor’s
documents with it.
Thus, the idea here is, to transform an original country specific GoO to a European standard GoO
without losing information about the GoO. The standard format makes the GoO understandable to
all market players and still allows access to all the original GoO information inclusive auditors report
at the registry of original production.
GoOs differ, whereas the difference is defined by the attributes of a GoO. These attributes define
the value of a GoO in certain applications. On the other hand, the GoO should for its whole lifespan
remain a traceable digital asset. This will also create trust in the biomethane market.

4.2.1 OTC platform
Trading Over-the-counter is in some context other than trading on a formal gas exchange. There are
key differences between the transaction mediums. On an exchange, every party is exposed to offers
by every other counterparty, which may not be the case in OTC trading. Over-the-counter (OTC) or
off-exchange trading is done directly between two parties, without the supervision of a gas exchange.
A gas exchange has the benefit of facilitating liquidity, mitigates all credit risk concerning the default
of one party in the transaction, provides transparency, and maintains the current market price. In an
OTC trade, the price is not necessarily published for the public. Products traded on a gas exchange
must be well standardized. This means that exchanged deliverables match a narrow range of
quantity, quality, and identity which is defined by the exchange and identical to all transactions of
that product. The OTC market does not have this limitation. They may agree on an unusual quantity,
for example. In OTC market, contracts are bilateral (i.e. contract between only two parties), each
party could have credit risk concerns with respect to the other party.
Green gas may be traded via gas exchanges as a combined (gas + GoO) product or the GoOs are
traded separately via an OTC platform. Biomethane GoOs fit quite well with OTC trading.
An OTC platform cannot exist alone but has to be connected to biomethane registries or the
European biomethane hub. The European biomethane hub may also provide an OTC platform.
GoO buyers and sellers must be registered at the OTC platform, which holds accounts for its users.
Thus, a user may have GoOs on accounts at biomethane registry level and/or on European hub
level. The GoOs on the hub level are intended to facilitate cross border GoO transfers.
Before a trade is executed on an OTC platform, buy bids from the demand side of the market and
sell bids from the offer side of the market have to be entered by registered OTC platform users on
the platform.
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Before sell bids may be entered by seller, GoOs have to be provided to sellers account at the OTC
platform.
A buyer on the platform may accept a bid by clicking an offer and confirming the transaction. As the
result of this action, trade confirmations are generated and issued to seller and buyer.
Trades should be based on standard contracts which regulate clearing and settlement of trades.
This clearing and settlement happens outside of biomethane registries, hub and OTC platform.
The GoOs are then debited on sellers account and credited on buyers account within the OTC
platform. Buyer may back transfer the GoO to its account at the biomethane registry.
To develop a liquid market an OTC platform may be useful. If more trading platforms are developed
liquidity will suffer. Thus, one may really be in favour of an OTC platform provided by the biomethane
hub.
The OTC trading platform may have its perils versus gas exchange trades of combined (GoO +
physical gas).
Individual versus package of GoOs
As the GoO comprises of attributes and may be split several times down to a certain level (MWh or
kWh) more and more GoOs will be generated. As the GoO is not a commodity it can’t be added up
to one volume, can’t be intermingled with other GoOs. Thus, in a user account there may be quite a
lot of GoOs over time. Every GoO is tradeable.
Where a chunk of GoOs of a certain quality needs to be traded a user, interface should allow to filter
for GoOs of a certain quality and provide these GoOs as a package to be sold on the OTC platform.
If this package is accepted, all individual GoOs included will then be transferred to buyers account.
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5 CONCEPT FOR INTERNATIONAL BIOMETHANE TRADE
Several options for the exchange of biomethane Certificates are possible. The chapters above have
described numerous examples how biomethane could be traded. Of utmost importance for the
establishment of biomethane trade are the mentioned preconditions. They are primarily but no limited
the established of biomethane registries, coordinated attributes of biomethane GoO and harmonized
transfer rules for all market participants involved in the trade (registries, hub, generation units, traders
and further facilitators of trade like exchange, banks, suppliers, etc.).
The establishment of biomethane registries and the coordination between them to define tradeable
products set the basis for the biomethane trade. As long as this cooperation whether bilaterally or
multilaterally using a hub is not properly in place, no harmonized trade market for biomethane will
evolve. The registries therefore have a key role to set up clear processes for the creation of
biomethane GoO and their usage within a registry. They have to respect several attributes in
accordance with the given RED guidelines and the ability to certify/audit those biomethane GoO to
create an intrinsic value of biomethane taking into account treating conditions like the validity of a
biomethane GoO. Furthermore, the avoidance of double counting need special attention to create
trust for governmental institutions as well as market participants for singular counting of biomethane
GoO. Hereby the idea is to count biomethane only in case of withdrawal in a dedicated biomethane
registry.
Several options for trading of biomethane are possible if the preconditions are fulfilled.
a) The blackboard functionality offers a very simple opportunity for buyer and seller to arrange a
deal especially if the board is provided directly in a biomethane registry. For small producers with
low production volumes and little financial power a blackboard provides a market place like an
online auction platform (i.e. ebay) with very low participation efforts. The major obstacle when
arranging a trade is the time consuming bilateral negotiation between buyer and seller due to
limited number of standardized processes.
b) The easiest way to trade biomethane is on an OTC (Over The Counter) platform which comprises
of several trading companies, brokers, banks, suppliers, etc. able to offer bid and ask orders for
harmonized biomethane GoO. The OTC trading is more likely a continuous trading where bids
and offers are publicly available until their active deletion. The number of market participants and
the trading approach increases liquidity. Whether there is a physical transaction involved or not
has to be defined between the seller and the buyer. Primarily depending on what the buyer is
requesting. Buyer and seller do “meet” each other. In other words, there is a direct (companies
known) exchange between seller and buyer.
c) The exchange trading option enables a central place with clear and defined rules for all market
participants. The biggest advantage of an exchange traded product is anonymity. The buyer and
the seller do not “know” each other which offers for several trading companies great advantages
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over OTC trading. Exchanges do have clear trading products and times which offers security and
continuousness for their trading members. The members of an exchange do have to register
based on given rules and forms. Such an approach puts more trust into trading partners as they
can rely on the defined rules and regulation each member of the exchange has to follow.
A disadvantage is clearly on the cost side. Exchanges do have several fees which have to be
paid by trading members for the participation whether these are yearly fees or trading fees for
each biomethane GoO.
d) A new approach for trading could be the usage of a blockchain. Such an option would highly
increase the flexibility of trading as various participants would have the option to participate in
trade. The registration rules for this kind of trade are at a minimum compared to OTC and even
exchange trading. But the preconditions especially on a biomethane registry and legal level need
to be solved before the setup of a blockchain biomethane trade.
The transparency which is offered within a blockchain trade would dramatically increase trust and
security in trading as any corrupt behaviour or malfunction would be immediately detected and
cancelled by the community members of a blockchain.
The costs for such a trading option seem to be quite low compared to other IT systems in place for
trading. Hence, this could be only answered in detail with a prototype which is envisaged to be
developed by several biomethane registries at the moment.
There exist several trading options which could be used by biomethane registries to establish
international trade, but there are harmonization steps necessary first to enable such a trade between
given market participants in gas trading and beyond.
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